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ESTOY CON PUERTO RICO IMPACT
SUMMARY REPORT
SEPTEMBER 2017 – SEPTEMBER 2019
SUMMARY
Over two years ago, Puerto Rico was devastated by Hurricane
María. It was a crippling blow to the island. From the very
beginning, Comité Noviembre, (CN), worked quickly and
diligently to provide assistance directly to nonprofit and
business organizations in Puerto Rico at the grassroots level.
On September 28, 2017, Estoy Con Puerto Rico, (I am with Puerto
Rico), a hurricane relief effort was launched by Comité Noviembre and its consortium of Puerto Rican
leaders, organizations, business partners and Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of New York which
served as fiscal conduit for this effort.
The Estoy Con Puerto Rico effort raised over half a million dollars and has provided much needed aid and
services directly to over 70 nonprofit organizations and small businesses throughout the island. These
organizations deal with issues ranging from health and mental health, education, solar energy, water shed
projects, food insecurity, HIV/AIDS, homelessness, suicide prevention and many basic human need
services. Grants were also awarded to 44 small businesses and micro-enterprises to stimulate the
economy.
PROCESS
Comité Noviembre selected organizations from proposals received from organizations and businesses
from the island and determined the amount of donations. The contributions were made in 7 waves of
funding over a 24-month period November 2017 to September 2019.
In the first few waves of funding the contributions were distributed by devastation of area, loss of
home/property, health issues and for basic human necessities. As the need in Puerto Rico changed to
rebuilding and long-term solutions the Estoy Con Puerto Rico effort focused on organizations that were
creating long term solutions in solar energy, water purification systems and health and mental health
issues surfacing from post Hurricane Maria trauma. Additionally, the effort focused on stimulating the
economy by funding non-traditional jobs for women, agricultural micro-enterprises and cultural and
artisanal collectives.
Each of the organizations and businesses funded by the Estoy Con Puerto Rico effort provided proof of
nonprofit status or business registration certificate, as well as a full written report on what contributions
were used for and the impact it had on the community.
IMPACT BY THE NUMBERS
▪
The Estoy effort has funded114 initiatives that have impacted 50% of the island.
▪
Aid and services were provided directly to over 70 nonprofit organizations and 44 small
businesses/micro-enterprises throughout the island.
▪
38 towns out of the 78 towns of Puerto Rico were reached: Adjuntas, Aguada, Aguadilla, Aguas
Buenas, Aibonito, Añasco, Arecibo, Barranquitas, Bayamón, Caguas, Cayey, Cidra, Comerío, Culebra, Dorado,
Fajardo, Guánica, Guayama, Guaynabo, Humacao, Las Piedras, Loíza, Manatí, Mayaguez, Morovis, Naguabo,
Orocovis, Ponce, San Juan, San Lorenzo, San Sebastian, Toa Alta, Trujillo Alto, Utuado, Vieques, Villaba,
Yabucoa, and Yauco.
▪
Twenty-three initiatives impacting all of the island.
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▪
Program areas funded included education, social services, the elderly, health and mental health,
food insecurity, children and families, the environment, small businesses and micro-enterprises.
Individuals Served
▪
Over 122,000 individuals were served by the Estoy Con Puerto Rico Disaster Relief Effort.
▪
51,325 individuals received non-perishable food as well as cooked meals and water.
▪
31,000 received assistance for youth educational programs and materials
▪
28,000 people received health and mental health services
▪
6,755 people received housing assistance.
Breakdown of funds raised by program area
▪
18% Hunger/Food insecurity
▪
16% Health& Mental Health Services
▪
15% Small Businesses/micro enterprises
▪
13% Social Services
(**Includes services to elderly, children & families)

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
Total

13%
9%
6%
3%
3%
2%
2%
.003
100%

Education
Children & Youth
Elderly Services
Cultural
Housing
Women Services
Environment
Animal Services

$79,354
$66,000
$60,392
$57,181**
$56,486
$38,500
$25,642
$13,800
$13,302
$10,000
$9,500
$1,500
$431,657

HUMANITARIAN TRIPS TO PUERTO RICO
In addition to raising funds through the Estoy Con Puerto Rico Relief Effort, Comité Noviembre conducted
3 humanitarian missions to Puerto Rico. Please view the videos summarizing each mission.
Humanitarian Mission #1: December 11th – December 18th, 2017

View video of CN’s Humanitarian Mission #1:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/8x3nt1twpftxjls/Com ite_Noviembre_Revisado_1.mp4?dl=0

HUMANITARIAN MISSION #2: AUGUST 1ST – AUGUST 9TH, 2018
View video of CN’s Humanitarian Mission #2:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gnMXNz26GuxEm3nqRx39bwCsp-9KWVOG/view?ts=5bd65c75

HUMANITARIAN MISSION #3: JULY 31ST – AUGUST 8TH, 2019

View video of CN’s Humanitarian Mission #3:
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#search/video/FMfcgxwGBmsnCpbgcwWjqmxpnrwQxtDv?projector=1
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AT A GLANCE

WAVE I OF ESTOY DONATIONS – NOVEMBER 2017

NAME OF ORGANIZATION
1.
BRIGADA RÁFAGA
SOLIDARIA/AYUDA PUERTO RICO
2.
CARITAS OF PUERTO RICO
3.
CASA AMOR, FE Y
ESPERANZAEL/MESON DEL AMOR
4.
CENTRO UNIDOS DE
DETALLISTAS
5.
6.

COMITÉ NOVIEMBRE
HEALTH PRO MED

7.
INITIATIVA COMUNITARIA
8.
LA PERLA COMMUNITY
KITCHEN & PANTRY/OLD SAN
JUAN HERITAGE FOUNDATION
9.
NY FOUNDLING DE PUERTO
RICO
10.
PR CoNCRA
PUERTO RICO CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE*
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DONATION
AMOUNT
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$15,000.00
$50,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00

$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$15,000.00*

AREA
IMPACTED
ALL PUERTO
RICO
ALL PUERTO
RICO
RIO PIEDRAS
ALL PUERTO
RICO
ALL PUERTO
RICO
ALL PUERTO
RICO
SAN JUAN,
PONCE
LA PERLA

ALL PUERTO
RICO
RIO PIEDRAS

PROGRAM AREA
ELDERLY
SOCIAL
SERVICES/RELIGIOUS
HUNGER
BUSINESS
FOOD/WATER
HEALTH
HEALTH/HIV AIDS
HUNGER

CHILDREN/EDUCATION
HEALTH

11.
Agropónicos, Cosecha
Puerto Rico, Inc.

$652.17*

ALL PUERTO
RICO
GUAYNABO

BUSINESS

12.

Los Teques Corp.

$652.17*

MAYAGUEZ

BUSINESS

13.

Hojaldre Añasqueña

$652.17*

AÑASCO

BUSINESS

14.

El Verde Gas

$652.17*

COMERÍO

BUSINESS

15.

Atabey

$652.17*

CIDRA

BUSINESS

16.

Bufete Quiñones

$652.17*

OLD SAN JUAN

BUSINESS

17.

Laboratorio Clínico Villa Blanca

$652.17*

CAGUAS

BUSINESS

18.

Recaos Ortiz Inc.

$652.17*

SAN LORENZO

BUSINESS

19.

Velez Accounting Services PSC

$652.17*

HUMACAO

BUSINESS

20.

Advanced Accounting Services

$652.17*

OROCOVIS

BUSINESS

21.

Chaparro Medical Service

$652.17*

ARECIBO

BUSINESS

22.

Hispania Group, Intl

$652.17*

AGUADA

BUSINESS

BUSINESS

23.

Ramos CompuSigns

$652.17*

MOROVIS

BUSINESS

24.

GFC Farms Inc.

$652.17*

GUAYAMA

BUSINESS

25.

Algaret Food

$652.17*

NAGUABO

BUSINESS

26.

Papayo's

$652.17*

CAYEY

BUSINESS

27.

Dannys Quick Lunch

$652.17*

VILLALBA

BUSINESS

28.

Warrior Prints

$652.17*

SAN SEBASTIÁN

BUSINESS

29.

Salvá Electronics

$652.17*

UTUADO

BUSINESS

30.

Caribbean Convention Center

$652.17*

SAN JUAN

BUSINESS

31.
Restaurante Los Naranjos
32.
Distribuidora de Alimentos
La Revés, Inc.

$652.17*
$652.17*

OROCOVIS
OROCOVIS

BUSINESS
BUSINESS

33.

$652.17*

OROCOVIS

BUSINESS

Iván Muffler

TOTAL DONATIONS WAVE I

$120,000

WAVE II OF DONATIONS - DECEMBER 18, 2017

ORGANIZATION
34.
BANCO DE ALIMENTOS DE
PUERTO RICO
35.
ESPERANZA PARA LA VEJEZ,
INC.
36.
FUNDACION NACIONAL
PARA LA CULTURA POPULAR
37.
SALON LITERARIO LIBRO
AMERICA EN PUERTO RICO
TOTAL DONATIONS WAVE II

DONATION
AMOUNT
$5,000.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00

AREA
IMPACTED
ALL PUERTO
RICO
ALL PUERTO
RICO
OLD SAN JUAN

PROGRAM AREA

ALL PUERTO
RICO

EDUCATION

HUNGER
ELDERLY
EDUCATION

$14,000.00
WAVE III OF DONATIONS - MARCH 2018

ORGANIZATION
38.
ACACIA NETWORK
39.
ASOCIACIÓN SUPERACIÓN
NIÑOS SÍNDROME DOWN
40.

CARITAS OF PUERTO RICO

41.
CROEM ALUMNI
42.
ESPACIO RIO/ EL MESON
DEL AMOR
43.
FUNDACIÓN AGENDA
CIUDADANA, INC.
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DONATION
AMOUNT
$10,000.00

AREA
IMPACTED
BAYAMÓN

PROGRAM AREA

$7,500.00

ARECIBO

$50,000.00
$10,000.00

ALL PUERTO
RICO
MAYAGUEZ

HEALTH/DOWN
SYNDROME
SOCIAL SERVICES
RELIGIOUS
EDUCATION

$5,000.00

RIO PIEDRAS

MENTAL HEALTH

$10,000.00

ALL PUERTO
RICO

EDUCATION

ELDERLY

44.
FUNDACIÓN FELISA
RINCÓN DE GAUTIER, INC
45.
HUNGER CORP.
/EXPERIENCE MISSION
46.
MEZCOLANZA
INC./FERIARTE
47.
NY FOUNDLING OF PUERTO
RICO
TOTAL DONATIONS WAVE III

$5,000.00
$10,000.00
$10,000.00
$25,000.00

OLD SAN JUAN
ALL PUERTO
RICO
ALL PUERTO
RICO
ALL PUERTO
RICO

WOMEN IN PRISON
BAYAMÓN
HOUSING
HEALTH
CHILDREN/EDUCATION

$142,500

WAVE IV OF DONATIONS - JULY 13, 2018

ORGANIZATION
48.

BRIGADA RAFAGA
SOLIDARIA/
AYUDA PUERTO RICO/ACACIA
COMITÉ NOVIEMBRE**

DONATION
AMOUNT
$2,000.00
$600.00**
$542.13**
$65,000.00

AREA
IMPACTED
ALL PUERTO
RICO

PROGRAM AREA

ALL PUERTO
RICO

ALL

ELDERLY

**Comité Noviembre presented the following organizations Estoy Con Puerto Rico contributions on
the second humanitarian mission to Puerto Rico in August 2018.
ORGANIZATION
49.
ACADEMIA DE MÚSICA
PEÑA
50.
CASA DE AMOR FE Y
ESPERANZA
51.
CENTRO DE SALUD ARARAT
52.
FUNDACIÓN SILA M.
CALDERON CENTRO PARA
PUERTO RICO
53.
LA GRAN FAMILIA BARBER
SHOP
54.
MONINOS
55.
HEALING ENERGY CENTER
56.
GALAXY COFFEE
57.
PRE-ESCOLAR BONNY
58.
MRG HOGAR PARA EL
ADULTO MAYOR
59.
QUALITY TRAINING
60.
YAIMAR DESIGNS
61.
PUERTO RICO PORTFOLIO
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DONATION
AMOUNT

AREA
IMPACTED

PROGRAM AREA

$2,093.00**

HUMACAO

EDUCATION

$2,574.03**
$3,000.00**

RIO PIEDRAS
PONCE

HUNGER
HEALTH/HIV/AIDS

$2,000.00**

ALL PUERTO
RICO

SMALL BUSINESS

$1,500.00**
$1,600.00**
$1,200.00**
$950.00**
$1,900.00**

FAJARDO
SAN JUAN
CONDADO
BAYAMÓN
TOA ALTA

SMALL BUSINESS
SMALL BUSINESS
SMALL BUSINESS
SMALL BUSINESS
SMALL BUSINESS

$1,800.00**
$1,334.00**
$2,091.00**
$1,606.00**

SAN JUAN
NAGUABO
HUMACAO
SAN JUAN

SMALL BUSINESS
SMALL BUSINESS
SMALL BUSINESS
SMALL BUSINESS

62.
CENTRO PARROQUIAL DE
AYUDA SOCIAL DE AIBONITO
63.
COLEGIO MERCEDES
MORALES

65.

64.
FUSIÓN JONDA
HACIENDA TRES ANGELES

66.

JOSE SANTIAGO, INC.
67.
KAIRIANA NUÑEZ SANTALIZ
68.
LOS VIOLINES DE
MARQUITO
69.
NO TIRE REUSE
70.
PROJECTO DE APOYO
MUTUO
71.
REPOSTERIA ONLINE
EMPRESARIAL
72.
SECOND CHANCE ANIMALS
OF PUERTO RICO
73.
SIEMBRA TRES VIDAS
74.
SOUVENIR 154
75.
ESCUELA JESUS SANABRIA
CRUZ
76.
PABELLÓN CIVICO DE
COMERÍO
77.
CENTRO COMUNAL LA
VUELTA DEL DOS/RAFAGA
78.
HOGAR BETHAIDA DE
NAGUABO
79.
CASA DE AMOR, FE Y
ESPERANZA
80.
FUNDACION NACIONAL
PARA LA CULTURA POPULAR

$1,500.00**

AIBONITO

$5,000.00**
$2,000.00**
$3,000.00**

GUAYNABO
ALL PUERTO
RICO
ADJUNTAS

$2,016.59**
$300.00**

RIO PIEDRAS.
SAN JUAN

$1,500.00**
$1,500.00**

SAN JUAN
OLD SAN JUAN

$2,050.00**

HUMACAO

$500.00**

SAN JUAN

SMALL BUSINESS

$1,500.00**
$2,511.23**
$1,500.00**

VILLALBA
AIBONITO
OLD SAN JUAN

ANIMAL RESCUE
HUNGER
SMALL BUSINESS

$5,393.44**

YABUCOA

EDUCATION

$2,181,14**

COMERÍO

SOCIAL SERVICES

$1,500.00**

AIBONITO

ELDERLY

$1,500.00**

NAGUABO

ELDERLY

$557.44**
$5,000.00

RIO PIEDRAS
OLD SAN JUAN

HOUSING
EDUCATION/CULTURAL

SAN
JUAN/PONCE
RIO PIEDRAS

HEALTH/HIV AIDS
HEALING BRIGADE
EDUCATION

OLD SAN JUAN/
LA PERLA

SOLAR ENERGY

ADJUNTAS

CHILDREN/ORPHANAGE

$3,500.00
81.
INITIATIVA COMUNITARIA
82.
ESPACIO RIO/ MESON DEL
$2,000.00
AMOR
83.
OLD SAN JUAN HERITAGE
$3,500.00
FOUNDATION
84.
CENTRO PARA NIÑOS
EL NUEVO HOGAR
$3,000,00**
TOTAL DONATIONS WAVE IV.
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SOCIAL SERVICES
HUNGER/RELIGIOUS

$81,000.00

EDUCATION
SMALL BUSINESS
BUSINESS
HUNGER
SMALL BUSINESS
BUSINESS
SMALL BUSINESS
HUNGER

WAVE V OF DISTRIBUTION – AUGUST 2018

ORGANIZATION
85.
ASOCIACION EDUCATIVA
DE DESARROLLO HUMANO
86.
CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS
AVANZADOS DE PUERTO RICO Y
EL CARIBE
87.
CIRCUITO DE
INNOVACIÓN Y RESILIENCIA
QUEER
88.
COLEGIO CALADOS
89.
ESCUELA NACIONAL DE
CIRCO DE PUERTO RICO
90.
FUNDACIÓN LUIS MUÑOZ
MARÍN
91.
INCUBADORA BIEKE
MICRO, INC.
92.
INTEGRATED
HEALTH
PROJECT SALUD ACUPUNTURA
PARA EL PUEBLO, INC.
93.
94.

LE FILMS, INC. US
MUSEO DE ARTE DE
PUERTO RICO
95.
PONCE HEALTH SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY/ MENTAL HEALTH
CENTER

DONATION
AMOUNT
$3,000.00

PROTECTORES DE LA
CUENCA

EDUCATION

SAN JUAN

EDUCATION

SAN JUAN

HEALTH

$3,000.00
$2,000.00

EDUCATION
ALL OF PUERTO
RICO

EDUCATION

$5,000.00
TRUJILLO ALTO
$3,000.00

VIEQUES

CULTURAL
WOMEN/MICRO
ENTERPRISES

ALL PUERTO
RICO

HEALTH

BAYAMON

CULTURAL

SAN JUAN

CULTURAL

PONCE
PONCE,
BARRANQUITAS,
RIO
PIEDRAS,
FAJARDO, OLD
SAN JUAN
YAUCO,
CULEBRA,
GUÁNICA

MENTAL HEALTH

$5,000.00

$2,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

WATERSHED PROGRAM
HEALTH/COMMUNITY

RADIO VIEQUES

99.

SUPERHEROES

$3,000.00

AGUADILLA

CHILDREN/EDUCATION

100.

TALLER SALUD

$5,000.00

LOÍZA

HEALTH

$55,000.00

VIEQUES

WATERSHED PROGRAM

98.

TOTAL DONATIONS WAVE V
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CULEBRA

$2,000.00

PARA LA NATURALEZA

97.

PROGRAM AREA

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

96.

AREA
IMPACTED

WAVE VI OF DISTRIBUTION – AUGUST 2018
DONATION
AMOUNT
$1,200.00**

ORGANIZATION
CASA MONTESSORRI DE
VIEQUES

101.

TOTAL DONATIONS WAVE VI

AREA
IMPACTED
VIEQUES

PROGRAM AREA
EDUCATION

SEE WAVE IV/COMITÉ NOVIEMBRE **

WAVE VII OF DISTRIBUTION – AUGUST 2019
ORGANIZATION
102.

ACADEMIA MUSICA
PEÑA
103. ASOCIACION DE
MUJERES AGROEMPRESARIAS
104.

COLECTIVO PERLARTE
105. BAEZ FAMILY
(HOME DEPOT)
106. CONCILIO DE PUERTO
RICO

107. EMERGE PUERTO RICO
108. HOGAR BETHAIDA DE
NAGUABO
109.

DONATION AREA IMPACTED
PROGRAM AREA
AMOUNT
$500.00
HUMACAO
YOUTH
$2,000.00
WOMEN/AGRICULTURE
LAS PIEDRAS
FOOD COLLECTIVE
1,800.00
LA PERLA
ARTIST COLLECTIVE
$1,245.30
LA PERLA
HOUSING
$2,000.00
GUAYNABO
YOUTH
$1,500.00
HUMACAO
HUNGER

HUNGER CORP.

110. MESÓN DEL AMOR
111. MINISTERIO
BUEN
SAMARITANO MARC

$1, 500.00

NAGUABO

ELDERLY

1,500.00

DORADO

HOUSING

500.00

RIO PIEDRAS

RELIGIOUS / HUNGER

MANATÍ
SAN JUAN,
CAGUAS,
CAYEY, CIDRA,
COMERÍO &
AGUAS
BUENAS

FOOD BANK

$2,000.00
$2,000.00

112.

PUNTO EN LA MONTAÑA

113.

ARTESANIA ALANA

$1,756.12

CAROLINA

BUSINESS

114.

CARIBBEAN SOAPS

$855.00

SAN JUAN

BUSINESS

TOTAL DONATIONS WAVE VII

$19,157.00

GRANTS & DONATIONS (12/31/19)

$431,657
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FINANCIALS
GRANTS & DONATIONS (12/31/19)
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS*
Catholic Charities (10%)
Comité Noviembre (5%)
BALANCE IN ESTOY ACCOUNT
**BALANCE CC NEEDS TO DISTRIBUTE
TOTAL

$431,657
$51,500.00
$25.750.00
$3,500.00
$2,593.00
$515,000

** Grants & donations distributed by CN
Amount that still needs to be distributed by CN
Catholic Charities Estoy grants & donation distribution

$431,657
$2,593.00
$434,250

*The administrative costs for this effort are for a two-year period, approximately 7.5% per year. It covered
the expenses incurred to administer an effort such as the Estoy Con Puerto Rico Disaster Relief Effort on
the ground in Puerto Rico as well as personnel to conduct the financial and fiduciary responsibilities of the
effort.
HOW TO CONTINUE TO SUPPORT PUERTO RICO
How to donate:
By Check or Money Order: Make payable to: Comité Noviembre & mail to: Comité Noviembre Managing
Office, C/O: TAS Communications, LLC, 45 East Hartsdale Avenue, Suite 3L, Hartsdale, NY 10530 please
state in memo section of check ESTOY CON PUERTO RICO
Online: Donations will be accepted by catholiccharitiesny.org/estoyconpuertorico
Please make sure to earmark donation to ESTOY CON PUERTO RICO
By electronic transfer:
Name of Account: COMITE NOVIEMBRE ESTOY CON PUERTO RICO
Name of Bank: Peoples United Bank
Routing #: 221172186
Account #: 6500897091
Donating directly to non-profit organization
Directory of Estoy Con Puerto Rico Funded Organizations and Small Businesses
A directory of all of the non-profit organizations and small business that received donations and
contributions was developed and is attached. Please feel free to contact us to get information on any of the
organizations listed. You can donate directly to these organizations or send CN the donation and we will
continue to make sure that aid is sent where it is needed.
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ESTOY CON PUETO RICO ORGANIZATIONS FUNDED

WAVE I

NOVEMBER 21, 2017

1.
BRIGADA RÁFAGA SOLIDARIA
(AYUDA PUERTO RICO/ACACIA NETWORK, INC – Fiscal Conduit)

$5,000.00

Brigada Ráfaga Solidaria was created by a
collective of artist members of the
organization Mescolanza with support from
the Acacia Network who served as its fiscal
conduit. After seeing first-hand the needs of
the elderly community of Puerto Rico, Helen
Ceballo, the founder of Mescolanza, wanted to
create a brigada (brigade) of volunteers who
would travel throughout the island bringing
food, water and human interaction to a
community that after the hurricane was totally
forgotten – the elderly. Volunteers removed
debris, repaired homes, cleaned and painted
but most importantly brought human
interaction to many individuals who became
totally isolated after the hurricane. The artist volunteers of Bridaga contributed their artistic talents and
created workshops that provided joy and some relief to the mental stress and insecurity the elderly were
experiencing. The workshops contributed to the wellbeing and quality of life of the participants and made
their everyday living space comfortable and safe.
In 2018, Brigada Ráfaga Solidaria visited over 87 senior centers in 72 municipalities around the
island specifically in several difficult and mountainous areas where access was limited. Over 3,500
seniors were served. The $7,600 Estoy contribution was used for transportation rental, gas,
cleaning supplies, water and workshop materials.
2.
CARITAS OF PUERTO RICO
WAVE I
WAVE III

$55,000.00
$5,000.00
$50,000.00

Cáritas de Puerto Rico’s mission is to serve the poorest and most marginalized individuals in our society.
The leading and guiding principles of Cáritas is to serve all people with dignity, mercy and respect. Cáritas
opposes all forms of poverty, oppression, and injustice. Each year Cáritas de Puerto Rico serves 75,000
people with their network of 200 parishes in 60 municipalities on the island. Six hundred volunteers, 15
employees and 12 home aides work directly on projects to solve social inequalities. Cáritas service
programs include emergency and natural disasters, food pantries, psychological counseling, auxiliary
home for single mothers and adolescents, reunification of Cuba-Haiti family, immigrant program, social
work and community workshops for human development, scholarships, Our Lady of Lourdes Center, multiservice center for the aging, as well as community development, homeless programs and support for
people with cancer.
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CARITAS OF PUERTO RICO, (Continued)
With the initial $5,000 donation received
on November 27, 2017, hot meals were
served for two weeks to victims of the
hurricane at a rate of 100 persons per day
from Monday to Friday. The total number
of people who received the hot meals for
two weeks was 1,000.
The funds were divided into two payments
of $2,500.00 for RJ Food Design, who
prepared the hot meals for the weeks of
November 27th to December 1st, 2017 and
December 4th to December 8th, 2017.
With the second donation of $50,000.00 received December 17, 2018, Cáritas purchased 664 food
coupon certificates, 663 at $75.30 each and one at $76.10 for a total of $50,000.00, which were
distributed one to each family.
These families were chosen among the worst affected at that time by the hurricane. All the
certificates were purchased from ECONO Supermarkets, one of the largest grocery stores in Puerto
Rico which has locations in most cities of Puerto Rico.
3.
CASA AMOR, FE Y ESPERANZA/El Mesón de Amor
WAVE 1
11/21/17
Replacement and Installation of windows
Casa Amor, Fe y Esperanza – El Mesón de Amor is a
non-profit Evangelical religious organization
whose mission is to serve God by serving others. El
Mesón de Amor provides free meals to students of
the University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras that do
not have the financial resources to purchase food
to eat. It is a safe haven for students of all religious
denominations – no one is turned away. The food
is cooked and donated by volunteers and students
every, Monday through Thursday.
The initial Estoy grant of $5,000 issued in
September 2017, was used to purchase, replace
and install all windows of the El Mesón facility
blown out or damaged by the hurricane.
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$5,000.00

4.

CENTRO UNIDOS DE DETALLISTAS

$15,000.00
Centro Unido de Detallistas (CUD) – the United Center of
Retailers is
the
largest
and
oldest
non-profit
commercial/business institution on the island, founded in
1891. CUD seeks to ensure the greatest economic, social,
cultural and technological progress of small and medium
entrepreneurs. CUD is an advocate for small and mediumsized businesses that works to raise awareness on issues
affecting their sectors. Its vision is to encourage and
promote the economic development of Puerto Rico and
growth of businesses on the island. CUD unites all
commercial entrepreneurs, retailers, industrialists,
professionals in goods and services, as well as authorized
street vendors under a single dynamic organization that
serves, defends and advocates for the rights of business
before any private or governmental entity including at the
municipal, state or federal level.

The $15,000 donation was used to assist several small business members of CUD most affected by
the hurricane in order to get their businesses up and running. With the contribution, CUD
purchased cleaning materials, mold removal products, masks, LED lanterns, flashlights, batteries,
industrial fans as well as power generators. The distribution of these materials occurred during
December 2017.
5.

COMITÉ NOVIEMBRE, (CN)

$50,000.00

In December 2017, CN conducted its first 8-day humanitarian mission to Puerto Rico and delivered much
needed assistance directly to non-profit and business organizations in Puerto Rico at the grassroots level.
With the $50,000 Estoy contribution, CN distributed 4,000 bags of groceries; approximately 200 bags
per town to families plus other nonprofits, churches and elderly residences encountered
throughout the island during the trip. CN distributed enough food to feed an estimated 20,00025,000 people. The towns and areas that received assistance were: Adjuntas, Aibonito, Aguadilla, Arecibo,
Baranquitas, Bayamón, Caguas, Cayey, Comerío,
Humacao, Loíza, Maunabo, Manatí, Naguabo, Naranjito,
Old San Juan, Orocovis, Rio Piedras, San Juan, and
Yabucoa.
The Estoy contribution was used to purchase
nonperishable food and water locally in Puerto Rico
from Jose Santiago, Inc. and Caribbean Food Products
($44,700); toys, socks and backpacks for 500
children purchased at Bargain City, Walmart and
Walgreens ($3,620), medical supplies for 2 families
in Bayamon and Manuabo, ($378) and for 3 local
musicians that traveled with CN to each of the towns
to distribute food and toys ($1,300).
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6.

HEALTH PRO MED

$5,000.00
HealthProMed is a nonprofit federally
qualified Health Center (FQHC) which
provides healthcare to Puerto Rico’s poorest
areas: Barrio Obrero in San Juan, Culebra,
Loíza and Vieques. Medical services include:
pediatrics, internal medicine, family and
general medicine, obstetrics, gynecology, and
other health related programs. HealthProMed
is designed for low income patients who are in
need of a healthcare plan.

The Estoy donation was used to deliver aid
to the organization’s center in Vieques.
Medicine, medical and first aid supplies, as
well as fuel, boxed and powered milk,
water, diapers, baby wipes, personal hygiene products, insect repellant and LED/battery operated
flashlights.
7.
INICIATIVA COMUNITARIA
WAVE I
November 21, 2017
WAVE IV
July 13, 2018

$8,500.00
$5,000.00
$3,500.00

Iniciativa Comunitaria (ICI) is a holistic addiction
prevention non-profit organization that provides
services related to HIV/AIDS prevention, education
and treatment. It provides drug rehabilitation
services with comprehensive programs ranging
from detoxification to reintegration to life itself to
homeless people. In addition, ICI in alliance with
various communities, has established programs in
education and prevention services for young people
exposed to street violence and school dropouts. ICI
provides services to families in areas of health
promotion and the improvement of family relations.
ICI is a place of opportunities for health services,
rehabilitation and to improve the quality of life of thousands of people who by prejudice and ignorance
have been shut out of traditional health services.
The donations given by Estoy Con Puerto Rico were used to ensure that the following ICI programs
continued: Iniciativas de Paz, (Peace Initiatives), Operación Compasión (Operation Compassion) and
PITIRRE. These programs all provided immediate healthcare to individuals dealing with serious health
issues and no access to healthcare. The Iniciativas de Paz, Brigadas Humanitarias (Humanitarian Brigades),
provided health services to thousands of people who were deprived of medical attention exacerbated by
the crisis provoked by Hurricanes Irma and Maria.
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INICIATIVA COMUNITARIA, (continued)
Operación Compasión (Operation Compassion) volunteers provided food services, nursed wounds and
delivered prevention kits every Friday night, to drug users and homeless people in the Metropolitan area
of San Juan. Operación responds in a caring dignified and respectful manner to the health needs of
homeless people and drug addicts in Puerto Rico. Approximately 60 to 80 people are served on the streets
of San Juan, on any given Friday night. PITIRRE is a holistic approach treatment program for substance
users with comprehensive programs with services ranging from detoxification to reintegration to daily life.
ICI serves 500 people annually.
The first Estoy donation supported the following: Iniciativas de Paz organized two major efforts
immediately after the hurricane: (1) Bantiox - Community Health Clinic in Toa Baja which offered
comprehensive health services by volunteer medical and health professionals including nurses,
social workers, psychologists. From September 2017 to April 2018, this clinic provided free
healthcare to 3,535 people. (2) Mobile Clinics: traveled throughout the island bringing Brigadas
Humanitarias offering greatly needed health care services and disease prevention. Medical health
professionals and specialists provided support and medical attention to 1,715 patients during the
period of September 2017 to May 2018. The donation was also used to purchase non-perishable
food, water, snack bags and hygiene products for 1,440 people reached on the street through
Operación Compasión’s Pitirre program. Medical supplies and medicines were also purchased.
The second donation was used to purchase four community water filters that were placed in areas
where ICI conducted medical and health services. Medical supplies and preventative materials
were also purchased.
8.
LA PERLA COMMUNITY KITCHEN & PANTRY
OLD SAN JUAN HERITAGE FOUNDATION (FISCAL CONDUIT)
WAVE I
WAVE IV

$8,500.00
$5,000.00
$3,500.00

The Old San Juan Heritage Foundation, LLC, is
a socially responsible nonprofit enterprise
whose mission is to become the premier
cultural heritage and community sustainable
tour operator in Puerto Rico. The Foundation
seeks to train and employ community
residents to give tours of their community
creating a totally new and authentic
experience for tourists. While at the same
time
creating
sustainable
economic
opportunities for the residents and
businesses of “La Isleta”, which includes the
communities of Old San Juan, La Perla and
Puerta de Tierra.
The initial Estoy contribution of $5,000 went towards the creation of a Community Kitchen that fed
175 people 3 meals a day for two months. The second contribution of $3,500 went toward the
installation of a solar energy generator.
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9.
NY FOUNDLING DE PUERTO RICO
WAVE I
WAVE III

$30,000.00
$5,000.00
$25,000.00

New York Foundling de Puerto Rico (NYF) is a nonprofit organization that has provided high quality
Early Head Start (EHS) and Head Start (HS)
services in Puerto Rico for over thirty years. It
provides EHS and HS services to 1,161 children
and their families in 28 centers. The goal of the
program is to strengthen and safeguard families
through the provision of high-quality educational
services, preparing children for a pathway to
school readiness and academic success. It is an
integral part of serving the neediest of children and
families in the most impoverished communities on the island, with an increased focus on meeting the
substantial need in San Juan, Cataño, Coamo, and Vega Alta, Puerto Rico.
The initial $5,000 Estoy donation was used to purchase water, milk and food for all of NY Foundling
de Puerto Rico’s Head Start Program in October and November 2017 to prepare and serve meals to
the children. The second $25,000 Estoy donation was used to purchase gift cards from ECONO
Supermarkets in order to help families purchase food. One hundred and seventy (170) families
received gift cards of $30 for a total of $5,100. The remainder of the donation was used to purchase
electrical and gas appliances for families among the five geographical areas which had the most
significant losses as a result of the hurricane.
10.

PR CONCRA

$5,000.00

Puerto Rico Community for Clinical Services, Research and
Health Advancement, Inc. (PR CONCRA) is a non-profit
organization, specialized in HIV/AIDS services and prevention.
For the past 29 years, PR CONCRA has been dedicated to promote
the health and improve the quality of life of HIV positive
individuals in Puerto Rico and to prevent HIV infection.
Presently, PR CONCRA provides a wide range of specialized
multi-disciplinary services to approximately 900 participants
living with HIV AIDS annually. In addition, PR CONCRA provides
prevention services to 2,500 at risk individuals all over the island
with a concentration in rural mountain areas.
Due to the impact of Hurricane Maria, PR CONCRA had to shut
down the clinical area of its facility because of flooding. The
organization suffered massive loss of resources including
computers, furniture, medical supplies and equipment.
The contribution received was used to buy two generators, repair the walls and floor of the clinic
including insulation to provide privacy in the office of the clinic, as well as floor tiles and ceramic.
The work was completed in January 2018 which allowed the clinic to resume its services.
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PUERTO RICO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

$15,000.00

The Puerto Rico Chamber of Commerce, (PRCC) is a private, voluntary, nonprofit Chamber of Commerce
that strengthens the development of its members by advocating and protecting the values and foundations
of free enterprise, bolster Puerto Rico's sustainable economic development and quality of life. PRCC
opened six collection centers throughout the Island, (Guaynabo, Mayagüez, Ponce, Arecibo, San Juan,
Caguas) to help victims of Hurricane María.
The Estoy $15,000 donation was used to assist small business owners affected by the hurricane.
Twenty-three (23) businesses submitted proposals and received a check in the amount of $652.17.
The proposals for assistance ranged from purchasing refrigerators, stoves, air conditioners, water
and food as well as many other requests to keep businesses opened and serving the community.
The following companies received the grants:
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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Advanced Accounting Services,
Orocovis
Agropónicos, Cosecha Puerto Rico, Inc.,
Guaynabo
Algaret Food, Naguabo
Atabey, Cidra
Bufete Quiñones Vigo, San Juan
Caribbean Convention Center, San Juan
Chaparro Medical Service, Arecibo
Dannys Quick Lunch, Villalba
Distribuidora de Alimentos La Revés,
Inc., Orocovis
El Verde Gas, Comerío
GFC Farms Inc., Guayama

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Hispania Group, Intl., Aguada
Hojaldre Añasqueña, Añasco
Iván Muffler, Orocovis PR
Laboratorio Clínico Villa Blanca, Caguas
Los Teques Corp., Mayagüez
Papayo's, Cayey
Ramos CompuSigns, Morovis
Recaos Ortiz Inc., San Lorenzo
Restaurante Los Naranjos, Orocovis
Salvá Electronics, Utuado
Velez Accounting Services PSC,
Humacao
Warrior Prints, San Sebastián

WAVE II DISTRIBUTED DECEMBER 18, 2017
34.

BANCO DE ALIMENTOS DE PUERTO RICO

$5,000.00

With the donation from Estoy Con Puerto Rico, the Banco de
Alimentos de Puerto Rico, (Food Bank of Puerto Rico) was able to
serve and feed 297 children of the Canteras area of San Juan, one
of the poorest and gravely hit by the hurricane.
One hundred seventy-two children (ages 5 to 12) years old from
the Sophia Rexach Montessori System and 125 New York
Foundling / John O ' Connor Early Head Start program infants and
toddlers (ages 0 to 5 years old) were also served. The donation
was used for the purchase of quality nutritional healthy foods.
Additionally, a 12 pound bag of food was distributed to the
families of the children.
The food bags were nutritionally designed by professional health
volunteers to meet the nutritional needs of several age groups as
well as the food insecurity needs of several participants.
Thanks to the donation, the Food Bank was able to bring food and
ensure good nutrition to one of the most vulnerable populations,
infants and children, during the emergency period after the
passage of Hurricane Maria.
35.

ESPERANZA PARA LA VEJEZ, INC.

Grandparents program.

$3,000.00
Esperanza Para La Vejez, Inc., (ESPAVE, Inc.), is a nonprofit organization, whose purpose is to promote and
establish social and community programs that
enhance the quality of life of elderly people in Puerto
Rico through direct services and special project.
ESPAVE, Inc. manages four centers with multiple
services in Carolina, Mayagüez, San German and
Ponce, as well as three volunteer programs: Adoptive
Grandparents (Bayamón and Carolina), Group of
Friends (Rio Piedras), and Escort Friends (Juncos) in
three Housing projects (Aguadilla, Bayamón, and
Carolina). The Carolina housing project is an assisted
living facility. ESPAVE, Inc. impacts 16 municipalities
with over 1,866 people being served each day: 832
seniors and 1.034 children, through the Adoptive

With the donation received, ESPAVE Inc. was able to impact two centers located in the towns of
Carolina and Mayagüez and achieve the continuity of services. The donation was used to purchase
food and maintenance of photocopier in Mayaguez and gas for the kitchen in Carolina. A total of 91
participants benefited and 4,820 hot meals (breakfast and lunch) were served.
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36.
FUNDACION NACIONAL PARA LA CULTURA POPULAR
WAVE II
12/18/17
WAVE IV
7/13/18

8,000.00
$3,000.00
$5,000.00

Fundación Nacional para la Cultura Popular, (The National Foundation for Popular Culture), is a non-profit
organization focused on popular culture of Puerto Rico. The foundation seeks to advance the development
of the Puerto Rican popular culture through the study, promotion and sponsorship of cultural events and
the artists that expose it. Its goal is to organize, research, study, archive, publish, catalogue, and
disseminate information on the popular cultural history of Puerto Rico. The Foundation foments
competition, conserves the production of exhibits and exchanges subjects of popular culture, both classical
and folkloric. The Foundation's extensive archive includes stored records in all formats, radio recordings,
interviews, photos, negatives, videos in various formats, propaganda advertising, magazines, artwork,
paintings, and other collectibles.
The Estoy donation was used to repair and renovate the Foundation’s Library, studio and office
space damaged by Hurricane Maria and the conservation of the Foundation’s collection. The
renovation included debris removal, repair of water-damaged walls, the installation of electrical
work, air conditioning units and windows. The collection was cleaned and digitized. Most of the
work was done by students and volunteers, as well as specialized crews. The library is now opened
to the public and their cultural events have resumed.
37.

SALON LITERARIO LIBRO AMERICA EN PUERTO RICO

$3,000.00

Salon Literario Libro America en Puerto Rico is a non-profit organization whose
mission is to promote reading and writing, to create diversity in readership and
to facilitate international alliances between readers, writers and editors in the
Spanish-speaking world and its Diasporas. After Hurricane Maria, Salon
became an important organization in the community for children traumatized
by the devastation. It established normalcy for children that were not going to
school, did not have television, cell phones or computers available to them but
did have free books to read. During this time, children became depressed and
many
suffered
from
posttraumatic syndrome symptoms.
The workshops on reflexive
writing and materials provided by
Salon helped children and adults
alike ease their anxiety.
The Estoy contribution allowed Salon to continue its
program: “no estás solo: #quenoseacabenlaspalabras,”
“You are not alone,” that offers support to students,
educators, organizers and community. Salon purchased
and delivered books, school supplies and backpacks for children in 20 communities devastated by
Hurricane Maria, including Esperanza, Vieques, Las Mareas in Salinas, La Playa in Ponce, Guayanés
in Yabucoa, Hillsbrothers in Rio Piedras, Medianía in Loíza, Barrio Obrero in Santurce and Barrio
Colo and Sabana Abajo in Carolina, Barrio Planá in Manatí and Villa Calma in Toa Baja, among
others. The program provided psychological counseling and assessment of specific needs in order
to help in the healing process, as well as workshops on creative writing, reading and
comprehension, photography, as well as emotional and psychological healing through the creative
arts. It impacted 250 schools and reached 25,000 students from September 2017 to October 2018.
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WAVE III April 4. 2018
38.

ACACIA NETWORK, INC.

$10,000.00

Acacia Network, Inc. is the largest Puerto Rican-founded organization in the nation, serving more than
170,000 people each year in the areas of primary and behavioral healthcare, economic development,
housing, education, and cultural arts. Acacia Network offers a unique array of fully integrated services
throughout New York State, including New York City, Albany and Buffalo, as well as Florida, Tennessee,
Maryland, and Puerto Rico. Acacia created Ayuda Puerto Rico days immediately after Hurricane Maria hit
the island in September 2017.
By the end of 2017, Acacia had matched its initial $1 million-dollar donation, had reached more than 80%
of the Island, over 6,000 families or roughly 15,000 individuals with aid. Acacia is in constant
communication with many local and grassroots partners who are assisting with the distribution of aid on
an ongoing basis. Acacia’s goal continues to be to bring help directly to the people, with local non-profits,
with boots on the ground, and the infrastructure to deliver the help.
The Estoy contribution was used to help answer the immediate call for supplies needed for the
victims affected by Hurricane Maria. The Acacia Network in partnership with other organizations
provided critical relief directly to the island to support thousands of people affected by the disaster.
39.

ASOCIACIÓN SUPERACIÓN NIÑOS SÍNDROME DOWN

$7,500.00

The Association Down Syndrome provides services to the
northwest and southwest regions of Puerto Rico, including towns
from Hatillo to Yauco. The Association currently serves 32 young
people ages 21 and older and their families. It provides participants
the essential tools to live an independent life and become socially
integrated into the community. Workshops are conducted to
strengthen and develop skills that lead to a better quality of life.
Through the Estoy Con Puerto Rico contribution of $7,500, the
Association was able to make repairs and provide solar energy
which kept the facility open serving as a safe haven for its
participants during this extremely emotional time. The
Association provided developmental workshops as well as
basic necessities such as food, water, personal hygiene
products. As weeks passed, many of the participants were
having difficulty coping with the devastation of the hurricane
and personal loss.
To help with the mental and emotional health of its
participants, the Association also used funds to hire an independent living specialist, psychologist
and mental health professionals as well as a dance instructor.
40.
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CARITAS

SEE WAVE I

$50,000.00

41.

CROEM ALUMNI

$10,000.00
The
Residential
Center
of
Educational
Opportunities of Mayagüez (C.R.O.E.M.), is a
magnet high school in Mayagüez, Puerto Rico. A
top specialized school operated by the Puerto Rico
Department of Education with special focus on
science & math. Entrance to this boarding school is
extremely competitive with college structured
classes taught by highly recognized and respected
professors. CROEM ALUMNI is the fundraising arm
of this elite school which is composed of graduates
who oversee the continuation of these science and
math curriculum.

The $10,000 grant was used for the renovation and the reinstallation of equipment to the student’s
activity room; the purchase of 16 radios telephones and two base units for the CROEM Security
Office; and two Igloo dispensers10 gallons each and two service carts for cafeteria food storage
were purchased for the 24-hour cafeteria that serve the students living at the Center. The donation
allowed CROEM to send 87 graduating seniors to attend a specialized workshop and recruiting
session with representatives from Ivy League Universities including Harvard, University of
Pennsylvania, Georgetown, Duke and Stamford in San Juan. The event was organized by CROEM
Alumni.
42.
ESPACIO RIO – (Casa Amor, Fe y Esperanza - Fiscal Conduit)
WAVE III
WAVE IV

recreational and job training services.

$7,000.00
$5,000.00
$2,000.00

Espacio Río was developed as an artist organization with the
support of the Acacia Network, Comité Noviembre, Casa Fe, Amor
y Esperanza and Mezcolanza, Inc., to assist with the overall wellbeing of residents of the Rio Piedras community in San Juan but
specifically to deal with the emotional aftermath of Hurricane
Maria.
Most affected were children and elderly people,
experiencing depression and post traumatic syndrome symptoms.
Espacio Rio allowed people to come together and discuss what
they were experiencing on a personal and collective level while
simultaneously participating in a variety of artistic workshops that
served to alleviate some of the stress. The program housed at El
Mesón de Amor, a volunteer operated meals program, consists of
4 free workshops: piano, guitar, crochet lessons as well as art
classes for children. The program which began in May 2018
reached over 100 families and provided mental health,

The Estoy contribution was used to hire the artists, musicians and mental health professionals that
were on hand to work with participants. Workshop materials were also purchased.
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43.

FUNDACIÓN AGENDA CIUDADANA, INC.

$10,000.00

FUNDACIÓN AGENDA CIUDADANA, (FAC), serves as a
collaborative space in which citizens, organizations and
institutions from different social sectors gather and
deliberate public issues affecting Puerto Rico in eight central
areas: education, economic development, government
structure and public policy, national security, health, human
and civil rights, environmental issues and families. FAC is
responsible for: coordinating meetings, research and followup of citizen forums, dialogues, and public deliberations
summits; facilitating virtual interactive discussions;
publishing and diffusing content through different media;
follow-up of agreements from social sectors through
governing boards; and publications of research and leading
articles.
FAC received the Estoy contribution in early March 2018 and created two unique solar energy
programs that assisted the town of Humacao and neighboring towns Yabucoa, Naguabo, Las Piedras
and Vieques. The funds were used to create a solar library on the campus of the University of Puerto
Rico Humacao (UPRH). These solar libraries served the surrounding school districts’ and allowed
teachers and students to receive assignments, work on computers to complete their assignments
and have access to energy to power their personal computers, tablets, cell phones and any other
devices that assisted them with their educational advancement.
The second project created a central energy “oasis” that served the towns of Humacao, Yabucoa,
Maunabo, Las Piedras, and Naguabo during the many months without electricity. This project, in
partnership with FAC, UPRH and the National Institute of Energy and Sustainability, Isleña, was
incubated and housed at UPRH. The project trained the community on its use to provide energy
and self-manage the “oasis”. Professors from Arizona State University trained students, teachers
and community leaders on capacity building, sustainable energy and other topics that guaranteed
the empowerment of the community. The goal of this project was to create long-term solar energy
solutions that are owned and operated by the community and serve as a model for the rest of the
island.
44.

FUNDACIÓN FELISA RINCÓN DE GAUTIER, INC

$5,000.00

The Fundación Felisa Rincón de Gautier, (FFRG),
recognizes the life-long work of Doña Felisa Rincón de
Gautier the first woman elected Mayor of San Juan
Puerto Rico and of the Americas.
Her life’s
achievements transcended the boundaries of gender
and echoed the ideals of equality across the globe.
Under her leadership, Rincón de Gautier designed
innovative public programs and established the first
preschool centers called "Las Escuelas Maternales",
which would eventually become the model for the
Heads Start Programs in the United States. She
revamped the public health system and established
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FUNDACIÓN FELISA RINCÓN DE GAUTIER, INC., (continued)
The School of Medicine in San Juan. During her 22 years tenure, Doña Fela’s achievements impacted the
lives of countless Puerto Ricans. FFRG, continues her legacy of providing services to the underserved and
forgotten, specifically women and children.
The Estoy grant was provided to FFRG for its life skills and coping programs for women in the
Complejo de Rehabilitación para Mujeres in Bayamón and La Escuela Industrial para Mujeres in
Vega Alta. The program was created to manage the anxiety of non-violent inmates caused by not
knowing the fate of their children and families after Hurricane Maria. This project is responsible
for improving the quality of life of women inmates by providing, coping and emotional management
skills to handle the new circumstances affecting Puerto Rico. It promotes resilience in these women
to cope with, to transform their daily life, and to face the future.
The grant also allowed for women preparing for parole and integration back into society to
complete a 10-week course required to start the parole process. The course included classes on
conversational English, entrepreneurship, advanced computer, legal assistance, maternal and arts
workshops. The program is a collaboration between the FFRG and the Department of Correction
and Rehabilitation of Puerto Rico
45.
HUNGER CORP/EXPERIENCE MISSION
Wave III
April 4, 2018
Wave VII
August 6, 2019

$11,500.00
$10,000.00
$1,500.00
Hunger Corp is a nonprofit organization with social
aid projects in the Amazon, Honduras, Dominican
Republic and Puerto Rico. People of all ages, from
diverse backgrounds, locally and internationally,
volunteer with the Hunger Corp come together to
complete short-term projects in these countries.
Hunger Corp’s current focus is building and/or
restoring homes in Puerto Rico and supporting the
local agriculture in order to create economic growth
and development.
For the next few years Hunger Corp will be building
and restoring homes for victims of Hurricane María
in Puerto Rico.

The project started late February 2018, and over 800 volunteers have been building homes across the
island, starting with La Hormiga community in Dorado, PR, which consists of 32 homes with different levels
of damage. Additionally, Hunger Corp.’s Cultiva is an initiative that supports Puerto Rico's agriculture.
Hunger Corp volunteers work in farms that were affected by Hurricane Maria remove debris, cleaning,
planting and harvesting.
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HUNGER CORP/EXPERIENCE MISSION (continued)
The ESTOY donation was used to buy the tools to rebuild
the 32 homes in La Hormiga community of Dorado. In
August 2019, CN volunteers returned to La Hormiga to
continue its commitment to the Hunger Corp.
Volunteers who worked on homes on the last humanitarian
trip were elated to see the finished product, move-in-ready
for families.

A small grant of $1,500 was presented to Hunger to use
for appliances for the finished home.
In August 2019, Comité Noviembre volunteers built the frame
for the cement that will form the foundation of a new house.

46.

MEZCOLANZA INC. FERIARTE…ART & HEALTH FAIR

10,000.00

Mezcolanza is a non-profit multi disciplinary arts and
cultural organization with members in Buenos Aires,
New York and Puerto Rico. Mezcolanza brings
together more than 25 local and international artists
in performance and visual arts from theatre,
contemporary
dance,
poetry,
air
dancing,
installations, video art, photography, video-dance,
painting and live music. In an innovative and creative
way, Mezcolanza developed Feriarte, the first art and
health fair in Puerto Rico aimed at reaching
populations in the mountainous region to the North of
Puerto Rico, areas hardest hit by the hurricane and difficult to reach.
The Estoy 10,000 grant went towards Feriarte and became one of three co-sponsors of the Fair
along with Acacia Network, and Salud Integral de la Montaña. Over a thousand people participated
in this inaugural event in Bayamón in August 2018.
Feriarte offered a wide array of services that included dental exams, diabetes and hypertension
screenings, mental health services, acupuncture, massages, as well as information on healthy
eating, depression, suicide prevention, HIV/AIDS and much more. Family entertainment was
provided throughout the day.
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47.

NY FOUNDLING

SEE WAVE I

$25,000.00

WAVE IV JULY 13, 2018
COMITÉ NOVIEMBRE

August 2018

$65,000.00

In July 2018, CN distributed Estoy grants to the following organizations:
48.
BRIGADA RÁFAGA SOLIDARIA SEE WAVE I
(AYUDA PUERTO RICO/ACACIA NETWORK, INC – Fiscal Conduit)

$2,000.00

49.
ACADEMIA DE MÚSICA PEÑA
July, 2018
August 7, 2019

$2,593.00
$2,093.00
$ 500.00

Academia de Música Peña is a 27-year old nonprofit
music academy that provides musical instruction at
an advanced level to children and adults.
What is unique and special about La Academia is that
it provides instruction to children with special
needs, boasting that their award-winning drummer
is visually impaired. The school teaches and
performs all genres of Puerto Rican music,
instrumental and international, as well as develops
singers.
Academia students have participated in many
festivals both locally and internationally performing
in Venezuela, Colombia, Virginia, Hawaii, New York and Washington, DC to perform at an event at the State
Department.
When Hurricane María hit, La Academia sustained great damage to its rehearsal space where over
100 students practice their instruments each day. The Estoy donation was used to purchase three
air conditioners for the school.
50.

CASA DE AMOR, FE Y ESPERANZA

WAVE I

$2,574.03

In August 2018, the Estoy funds were used to purchase non-perishable foods that allowed El Mesón
to feed thousands of students that would otherwise go hungry. The food was purchased from the
Jose Santiago Company, Inc., a Puerto Rican owned and operated food company, to support local
businesses.
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51.

CENTRO DE SALUD ARARAT

$3,000.00

Centro de Salud Ararat, Inc. is a community-based non-profit
organization that offers primary health care services in six
clinics and two pharmacies o the LGBTQ community. Located
in the cities of Ponce, Juana Díaz, San Juan and Arecibo, Puerto
Rico, the Centro provides comprehensive and multidisciplinary
primary health care services in an inclusive and welcoming
environment. It offers preventive care services, routine physical
exams, management of chronic health problems such as diabetes
and hypertension and infectious diseases, including HIV and
Hepatitis.
The Centro’s Sexual Health Clinic promotes
education and sexual health as part of a comprehensive strategy
to improve the quality of life of participants. It provides tests for
the detection and treatment of sexually transmitted infections.
Additionally, the Centro offers state-of-the-art and inclusive health services to the transgender population.
The Centro’s doctors and pharmacy technicians focus on understanding and responding to the needs of its
participants as part of primary health care.
The Estoy contribution was used to help participants of Centro’s transgender facility in San Juan.
52.

FUNDACIÓN SILA M. CALDERON/CENTRO PARA PUERTO RICO

$2,000.00

Centro Para Puerto Rico, (Center for Puerto Rico or
CPPR) has worked on reducing poverty and
inequality based on self-management principles.
These
principles
promote
entrepreneurial
initiatives and community empowerment capable
of supporting sustainable economic development of
Puerto Rico. The CPPR was created to promote an
integrated and productive society in Puerto Rico,
which will result in a better quality of life by
fostering understanding, respect, and greater
opportunity for all. The Center for Puerto Rico aims
to develop projects focused on reducing poverty
and inequality, advancing the role of women in
society, promoting urban revitalization, ethical
values and social responsibility. Its programs offer
individuals, women, and community leaders the
necessary training for the development and strengthening of entrepreneurial initiatives, thus contributing
to the overall economic development of Puerto Rico.
CPPR promotes economic development and job creation through programs geared to Business Start-Ups.
It offers diverse programs for the creation and strengthening of entrepreneurial initiatives that will help
fight poverty and provide a better quality of life for residents of deprived communities. CPPR’s
Entrepreneurial BAZAAR showcases the businesses that have been incubated at the CPPR and includes
skin care products, costume jewelry, accessories, desserts, dressings, artisan breads, hostelry services,
private investigations, among others.
The Estoy donations was used to support CPPR’s
entrepreneurial programs for women.
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FUNDACIÓN SILA M. CALDERON/CENTRO PARA PUERTO RICO (continued)
Comité Noviembre presented the following ESTOY grants to small businesses, recommended by
CPPR, Estoy Con Puerto Rico grants: La Gran Familia Barber Shop, Moninos, Healing Energy Center,
Galaxy Coffee, Pre-Escolar Bonny, MRG Hogar para el Adulto Mayor, Quality Training, YAIMAR
Designs, Puerto Rico Portfolio.
53.
LA GRAN FAMILIA BARBER SHOP is located in Fajardo. The Estoy funds were used to repair the
front entrance of the shop, replace office wall panels and purchase an air conditioner.
$1,500.00
54.
MONINOS is one of the oldest fabric and upholstery companies in San Juan. The funds were used
to purchase a state-of-the-art sewing and knitting machine.
$1,600.00
55.
HEALING ENERGY CENTER
is a holistic healing center in San Juan with its own product line
of aromatherapies and lotions called Rocio Sanador. It specializes in massages, Reike and yoga. The funds
were used to purchase an air conditioner
$1,200.00
56.
GALAXY COFFEE is a small coffee and snacks Café in Bayamón. Funds were used to purchase an air
conditioner.
$950.00
57.
PRE-ESCOLAR BONNY is a pre-school in Toa Alta. The funds were used to purchase two air
conditioners and a kitchen cabinet.
$1,900.00
58.
MRG HOGAR PARA EL ADULTO MAYOR is a senior center in San Juan that sustained substantial
damaged from the hurricane. Funds were used to purchase and install a cistern, a waterproof receptacle
for holding water effectively forming a covered reservoir.
$1,800.00
59.
QUALITY TRAINING is a full-service gym with weight control programs, vitamin and health
supplements as well as personal training capabilities in Naguabo. The funds were used to purchase a
greatly needed refrigerator.
$1,334.00
60.
YAIMAR DESIGNS is a leather goods and accessories
company in Humacao owned by Yvonne Marie Boyle Castro,
fashion designer. The funds were used to purchase materials for
jewelry, purses and leather goods as well as a sewing machine and
textile cutting machine as well as tools for jewelry making,
silversmithing, goldsmithing, and craftsmanship in precious
metals.
$2,091.00
61.
PUERTO RICO PORTFOLIO is an arts education
organization which conducted mental health and self- esteem
workshops for residents of Las Lomas in Rio Piedras. Workshops
were conducted by health professionals and artists. The Las Lomas
community was one of the hardest hit area in Puerto Rico. The
funds were used to hire to medical doctors and purchase materials
for the workshops. $1,606.00
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62.

CENTRO PARROQUIAL DE AYUDA SOCIAL DE AIBONITO

$1,500.00

Centro Parroquial de Ayuda Social de Aibonito,
Inc. (PASO) aims to promote the dignity and wellbeing of families through an educational process,
with specific actions and assistance. PASO serves
the poor and vulnerable of the community. With a
mission of solidarity, PASO is operated by
volunteers. PASO’s programs include a bazaar,
food bank and kitchen to feed the hungry. It offers
cooking classes, by certified personnel, to train
participants. PASO offers emotional support,
counseling and guidance, emergency financial
assistance, programs for the elderly, as well as
drawing, painting and theatre classes and
recreational services.
The Estoy donation was used for the Centro Parroquial de Ayuda Social de Aibonito’s food pantry.
The donation went towards the distribution of 2,345 bags of food, 2277 cases of water serving 767
people. In addition to the establishment of a community kitchen that has served over 4000 meals,
the Center continues to provide services to the community and has, also established a work plan to
address the diversity of situations.
63.

COLEGIO MERCEDES MORALES

$5,000.00

El Colegio Mercedes Morales (Mercedes Morales School) has as its mission to educate children from 5 years
of age or preschool until the age of fifteen years or the eighth grade, to develop to the maximum their
intellectual, social, emotional and physical abilities and their skills and concepts in a regular weekly format,
organized by levels in small groups, which provides to be adapted to the needs of the student. This mission
is so important, it rests in a humanistic-constructivist philosophy focused to serve the special needs of
these students.
The school suffered great losses to its facility, specifically the classroom area. The school’s halls lost
their roofs, causing damage to the school’s furniture, tables, chairs, desks, shelves, cubicles, teacher
desks, as well as educational instructional materials. The school used the $5,000 grant to purchase
the equipment that was necessary to refurbish the classrooms and to clean the corresponding
areas.
64.

FUSIÓN JONDA

$2,000.00

Founded in 2010, Fusión Jonda has pioneered a new musical trend baptized as "Flamenco Tropical"
(Tropical Flamenco). This one-of-a-kind musical ensemble is an array of talented musicians from different
genres like reggae, rock, jazz, salsa and world music. They all share the common goal of blending their
collected inspirations, creating a new, sophisticated sound. Fusión Jonda has a longstanding relationship
in various communities throughout Puerto Rico and conducts free performances in these areas.
After the hurricane, many of Fusión Jonda’s engagements were canceled and work for the ensemble
became very difficult. In August 2018, Fusión Jonda performed at the Feriarte – art, health and
mental health fair in Bayamón. The Estoy contribution made the performance possible and assisted
the eight member ensemble.
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65.

HACIENDA TRES ANGELES

$3,000.00
Hacienda Tres Angeles is a family owned business
that represents the purest essence of Puerto Rico’s
coffee tradition. Hacienda Tres Angeles is the first
Agro-tourism certified farm by the Puerto Rico
Tourism Company in Adjuntas. The area’s cool
climate and high mountains is the ideal setting for
producing one of the best coffees in the world. The
Hacienda’s high standard of growing and producing
its coffee is the key to preserving and maintaining
the quality of its bean from the crop to the cup.

Hurricane Maria’s damage to Hacienda Tres Angeles was substantial. The Estoy contribution was
used to install a solar energy system on the property.
66.

EL MESÓN DEL AMOR/JOSE SANTIAGO , INC.

SEE WAVE I

67.

KAIRIANA NUÑEZ SANTALIZ, actor, writer, producer,

$2016.54
$300.00

Kairiana Nuñez Santaliz has a BA from University of Puerto Rico (UPR) and has studied acting in Latin
American and the Caribbean. Her work centers on themes of death, autobiography, colonialism, the
situation in Puerto Rico, dogs, and dreams, among others. She uses humor and poetry as active agents in
her creative process. The funds were used to support Ms. Nuñez Santaliz in her production of Chiquitita,
Ms. Miller Parachute Woman, a one woman show written by Rojo Robles and created, developed and acted
by Ms. Núñez Santaliz. The play’s character moves between reality and the utterly absurd. The play is a
critical statement on the relationship between Puerto Rico and the US. The contribution was used for a
theatrical performance.
68.

LOS VIOLINES DE MARQUITO

$1,500.00

Violines de Marquito is an incorporated musical ensemble
made up of talented young people that are members of the
Conservatorio de Música de Puerto Rico, Escuela Libre de
Música de San Juan, and the University of Puerto Rico.
These young musicians contribute to Puerto Rico’s rich
musical culture, honoring its traditions and appreciation
for classical and other genres of music. Although young,
they are serious and accomplished musical professionals
able to engage in serious and large-scale projects. Los
Violines de Marquito’s objectives are to learn, develop
and become proficient in the instrument (s) they play and
to develop personal, professional, educational values and
ethics, so that they can be productive members of society. When the hurricane hit, the ensemble lost many
scheduled concert and holiday engagements. Many of the members used these funds to pay for their
University studies.
The Estoy funds were used to support the musical advancement of youth members of Los Violines
de Marquito.
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69.

NO TIRE REUSE (Don’t Discard Reuse)

$1,500.00
No Tire Reuse is the brainchild of Jesús Manuel
Gómez, artist, designer, and creator of this one of a
kind hand-made creative design company that
utilizes rescued truck tire inner tubes as the
material for the creation of multiple accessories.
Gómez, credits his agriculturalist father for his love
and respect of nature and doing everything in our
power to save our planet.
The Estoy contribution was used to purchase
two industrial sewing machines that allow the
artist to create his designs.

70.

PROJECTO DE APOYO MUTUO

$2,050.00

Proyecto de Apoyo Mutuo, (Mutual Support Project),
Mariana, Humacao is a non-profit organization co-founded
by Christine Nieves and her partner, Luis Rodriguez Sanchez.
After the Hurricane hit they started a make shift disaster
relief center, community kitchen, and self-help group where
neighbors came to get a hot meal, share in each other’s
company and encouragement to help alleviate the stress of
the devastation María left behind. The concept was simple.
It was not only about giving away free food, but it was also
inviting people, no matter their age, to be able to contribute
whatever they could and in return be part of their own
solution. To date they are still offering one meal a day to over 300 people and their services have expanded
to include health and mental health services, rebuilding homes, and creating long term solutions for the
next natural disaster.
The Estoy grant was used for the purchase of a greatly needed ice machine that will allow the
organization to store products to be sold at its annual Festival de la Pana, a local vegetable that
grows abundantly and has become the economic engine for the community.
71.

REPOSTERIA ONLINE EMPRESARIAL

$500.00

Repostería OnLine Empresarial (OnLine Bakery Business) is a company that provides virtual education of
bakery and business training. It comes as an alternative for people who want to generate additional income
in the Hispanic market. In our platform you will find a variety of basic, intermediate and advanced courses,
as well as seminars and tutorials with valuable practical and demonstrative content.
The Estoy donation was used to purchase 500 cupcakes to support this small business. The
cupcakes were then donated to children in towns visited in December 2017.
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72.

SECOND CHANCE ANIMAL RESCUE OF PUERTO RICO

$1,500.00

Second Chance Animal Rescue of Puerto Rico, (SCARPR) is a non-profit
organization that rescues, rehabilitates, and secures permanent homes
for abandoned and abused dogs found on the streets of Puerto Rico.
Puerto Rico has been plagued by a severe stray animal population for
many years, however, Hurricane Maria exacerbated the stray dog
population to epidemic proportions. Although the island battled days
with no water or electricity, after the hurricane, Second Chance never
failed to provide shelter, medical attention and hope to animals that
were abandoned.
For close to 20 years, SCARPR has played a significant role in saving
hundreds of forgotten animals. Its goal is to place each rescue into a
loving home stateside. The Estoy contribution was used to
purchase food, water, medicine, and medical supplies as well as
spayed and neuter abandoned dogs.
73.
SIEMBRA TRES VIDAS
WAVE IV
July 2018
WAVE V
August 2018

$2,011.23
$511.23
$2,000.00
At SIEMBRA TRES VIDAS, farming methods are used that work
with nature to produce healthy food and improve the quality of
the soil. No chemical pesticides nor fertilizers are used on the
land or the crops. Siembra Tres Vidas grows food to enhance the
health of people, land and planet, hoping to set an example to
other local farmers and farmers on the island. ALMA, Inc.
(Armonia en la Montaña/Harmony on the Mountain), an
agricultural corporation owned by the farmers who work it.
Doing business as, “Siembra Tres Vidas”, ALMA, Inc. is dedicated
to the commercial production of organic vegetables and to agroecological education. Work is done directly with other farmers,
chefs and consumers in the community, to provide them with the
highest quality food, health and freshness.

The Estoy donation was used to purchase equipment as well
as trees and seeds that were planted by volunteers participants of CN’s 2 nd humanitarian trip to
Puerto Rico in August 2018.
74.

SOUVENIR 154

$1,500.00

SOUVENIR is a limited-edition exhibit shop located in Old San Juan that boasts Puerto Rican talent from
different artistic backgrounds inspired by the theme of a memory or SOUVENIR. Souvenir 154 has created
an alternative to the current option - Souvenirs made in China - and replacing them with collectible items
actually made in Puerto Rico. In addition, it believes that being labeled ‘made in Puerto Rico’ is not enough,
and boast thoughtfully created objects, both in concept and execution. SOUVENIR works and supports
artists by promoting artists and exhibits, displaying, hosting events and maintaining the space. After the
hurricane, the Souvenir space was damaged. Windows, doors and shudders had to be purchased
and replaced. The Estoy contribution went towards the purchase of building materials.
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75.

ESCUELA JESUS SANABRIA CRUZ

$5,393.44

ESCUELA SEGUNDA UNIDAD JESÚS SANABRIA CRUZ is a public
grammar and middle school located in Yabucoa, PR. It has 343
students in grades PK, K-9 with a student-teacher ratio of 13 to
1. The community is poor and underserved.
The Estoy donation was used to purchase 400 backpacks
filled with school supplies to distribute to the children as
well as books for their library that was destroyed by
Hurricane María. In addition, all purchases were done at
Bargain City of Carolina, PR to support the local economy.

76.

PABELLÓN CIVICO DE COMERÍO

$2,181.14
In August 2018, CN returned to Comerío and met with 30 families
at Pabellón Civico de Comerío which did not have electricity 11
months after Hurricane Maria. The Estoy funds purchased
greatly needed items to these families still struggling. The
basket included, towels, bed sheet sets, pillows, hair care
and hygiene products, (shampoo and conditioner,
deodorant, bath soap, toothbrushes, toothpaste), cleaning
materials, detergent, Clorox, brooms, mops, buckets, kitchen
mitts and dish clothes, dish washing liquid, toilet paper, etc.
Cost of each basket was $72.70.

77.

CENTRO COMUNAL LA VUELTA DEL DOS DE AIBONITO

$1,500.00

Centro Comunal La Vuelta del dos is a senior center
serving the area of Aibonito.
CN volunteers conducted a Ráfaga Solidaria in
August 2018, cleaned and painted the center’s
community room and purchased first aid, hygiene,
cleaning supplies and paint with the Estoy donation.
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78.

HOGAR BETHAIDA DE NAGUABO

$1,500.00

Hogar Bethaida de Naguabo is an elderly residence serving critically ill and people with Alzheimer’s. It is
run by a retired teacher that sold her home and used the proceeds to open up the residence over 20 years
ago. The residence is supported by the pension check of the founder and private donations.
CN volunteers conducted a Ráfaga Solidaria in August 2018, cleaned elderly apartments and
purchased first aid, hygiene, and household items with the Estoy donation.
79.

CASA DE AMOR, FE Y ESPERANZA

SEE WAVE I

$557.44

Casa Amor, Fe y Esperanza is transforming areas of its facility into
dormitories for University of Puerto Rico students displaced when La
Torre del Norte on-campus housing was closed without warning and
students were left homeless.
The Estoy donation was used to purchase five sets of toilets and sinks
for the dorms that are being constructed. This purchase was done at
Bargain City, another local business.

80.

FUNDACIÓN NACIONAL PARA LA CULTURA POPULAR

SEE WAVE III

$5,000.00

81.

INITIATIVA COMUNITARIA

SEE WAVE I

$3,500.00

82.

ESPACIO RIO/CASA DE FE, AMOR Y ESPERANZA

SEE WAVE II

$2,000.00

83.

OLD SAN JUAN HERITAGE FOUNDATION

SEE WAVE I

$3,500.00

84.

CENTRO PARA NIÑOS EL NUEVO HOGAR

$3,000.00
Centro Para Niños, “el Nuevo Hogar” is a thirty-fiveyear non-profit organization in Adjuntas that serves
as a home for abandoned or mistreated boys. The
services are totally free to its residents. It offers a
safe place to live, nutrition, clothing, medical and
mental health services as well as education and
recreational activities.
The donation enabled El Nuevo Hogar to hire a
social worker to deal with the array of emotional
issues that the children were experiencing in the
aftermath of the hurricane.
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WAVE V
85.

AUGUST 7, 2018

ASOCIACION EDUCATIVA DE DESARROLLO HUMANO DE CULEBRA

$3,000.00

The mission of Asociación Educativa de Desarrollo Humano is to
help and serve high risk residents of Culebra with special needs
obtain a better quality of life, free of discrimination because of
race, gender, religious beliefs, handicap, or needs.
The donation was used to purchase a xerox machine and
camera damaged by the hurricane in order to produce the
educational materials needed to serve the early childhood
program of the organization and provide breakfast, lunch
and snacks for early childhood program participants. The
organizational programs that benefited from this donation
were the early childhood, emergency care fund and
community outreach work.

86.

CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS AVANZADOS DE PUERTO RICO Y EL CARIBE

3,000.00

The Centro de Estudios Avanzados de
Puerto Rico y el Caribe (Center for
Advanced Studies of Puerto Rico and
the Caribbean) is a non-profit,
graduate-level
private
higher
education institution. It is dedicated
to the training of professionals
capable of contributing significantly to
the understanding and solution of the
different aspects that make up the
social, cultural, economic and
geopolitical reality of Puerto Rico and
the peoples of the Caribbean Basin.
The Center offers master's and doctorate programs to local and foreign students, aimed at studying,
promoting, enriching and disseminating the historical and socio-cultural values of Puerto Rico and the
Caribbean. The essential element in achieving these goals is the priority given to research, with a view to
generating, publishing and disseminating knowledge related to all aspects of Puerto Rican, Antillean and
Caribbean reality. The Center is located in the old building of the Seminary of San Ildefonso in Calle del
Cristo in Old San Juan. This is a structure of great historical and architectural value.
The $3,000 grant went to repairs and restoration of this historic building including ceiling repair,
painting of the second floor hallways and bathroom, purchase of a new aluminum door leading to
the roof, and new panels for window restoration.
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87.

CIRCUITO DE INNOVACIÓN Y RESILIENCIA QUEER

$2.000.00

Circuito de Innovación y Resiliencia Queer (Queer
Innovation and Resilience Circuit) is rooted in the
LGBTQ communities and movement in Puerto Rico,
creating programs led by and for the diverse Queer
constituencies and transgender non-conforming
people in order to break down barriers and create
understanding and acceptance.
The grant was used for expenses related to four
LGBTQ sensitivity conferences and sessions held
at the University of Puerto Rico September 29th
and October 6th, 23rd, and 25th, 2018.

88.

COLEGIO CALADOS

The Colegio Calados is an educational institution in Bayamón
PR, serving an enrollment of 82 low-income students with a
PK6 education. The school’s unique educational model is
composed of interdisciplinary strategies that maximize
meaningful learning by contributing to the physical and
mental balance of the children especially after the
devastation of the hurricane. Calados strive to strengthen the
emotional and cognitive skills of their students so they can
responsibly assume their role in society.
Despite suffering structural losses, lack of water and not
having electricity for five months the school continued its
work receiving children and has been providing educational
services since October 2018. Additionally, they have
accepted children from neighboring communities where
schools have been closed or destroyed.
With the Estoy donation, the school completed structural
repairs, including the purchase of materials to complete
the zinc roof and other repairs.
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$3,000.00

89.

ESCUELA NACIONAL DE CIRCO DE PUERTO RICO

$2.000.00

The mission of Escuela Nacional de Circo de Puerto Rico/National
School of Circus of Puerto Rico, is to promote the economic and
social integration of children and youth at risk, by teaching the art
of the circus as a profession and vehicle for social action. Its social
circus program integrates psychological services using curriculum
based on circus arts, as an artistic and therapeutic tool, has
impacted communities in Dorado and San Juan. Following the
devastation of Hurricanes Irma and Maria, the organization
concentrated on providing free workshops to children and youth
of Vieques, Loíza and Comerío, to improve their self-esteem and
develop social skills, as well as to cope with the current situation
facing their families.
The donation was used specifically to provide three
workshops in the communities of El Buen Consejo in Rio
Piedras, Melilla in Loiza, Vieques, and Comerio for a total of 6
workshops. Over 300 children suffering some type of anxiety, depression, sadness and sense of loss
from the devastation of the hurricane and the impact on their families were served. The
contribution helped provide the professional services of a social worker as well as lunch and
material for the workshops and its participants.
90.

FUNDACIÓN LUIS MUÑOZ MARIN

$5,000.00

Fundación Luis Muñoz Marin is a nonprofit cultural organization/museum charged with preserving the
history and legacy of José Luis Alberto Muñoz Marín the first elected governor of Puerto Rico. He is
regarded as the "Father of Modern Puerto Rico" and the "Architect of the Commonwealth." Democratically
elected Governor of Puerto Rico in 1948, he spearheaded an administration that engineered profound
economic, political and social reforms; accomplishments that were internationally lauded by many
politicians, statesmen, political scientists. The Fundación preserves his home, letters, and memorabilia.
The Estoy contribution was used to purchase an industrial temperature gaging air conditioner for
the museum to ensure the preservation of its archives .
91.

INCUBADORA BIEKE MICRO, INC.

$3,000.00

Incubadora Bieke Micro, Inc.’s mission is to reduce the impact of poverty on the island of Vieques by
promoting self-employment and community-tourism companies. It creates and implements innovative
initiatives to help reduce poverty and improve the quality of life of individuals, families and groups that
also promote the involvement and active participation in a civil society. One of the central strategies of the
Incubator is to promote economic and community development of Vieques to support its citizens in the
creation, development and growth of micro-enterprises.
With the Estoy contribution, Incubadora distributed 7 grants to members of their entrepreneurial
collective which included the removal of debris from their collective farm and replanting of fruits,
herbs and vegetables sold in the local market. It also developed an industrial communal
entrepreneurial kitchen to produce typical Puerto Rican delicacies to sell to local restaurants and
businesses and at the Taíno food park it developed that permits these micro-enterprises to sell
their products in a designated area.
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92.
INTEGRATED HELATH PROJECT
SALUD ACUPUNTURA PARA EL PUEBLO, INC.

$5,000.00

Salud y Acupuntura para el Pueblo (Health and Acupunture for the Community) mission is to improve
community health via the philosophy and techniques of Traditional Chinese Medicine. Post Irma and
Maria, this work has become vital. Having a skilled and dedicated local group has allowed for immediate
mental health services when official aid was and is, slow to arrive. Salud y Acupuntura para el Pueblo was
created out of an interest in providing in Puerto Rico clinical treatments according to NADA (National
Acupuncture Detox Association) protocol, while including the multi-modality approaches to individual
care.
The grant was used to give alternative treatment at 44 events in over 22 towns of Puerto Rico
between October 2017 to July 2018 benefiting 1,859 patients.
93.

LE FILMS, INC. US

$2,000.00
Le Films, Inc. brings together film arts
professionals to.
create projects with
subjects, themes and actors that resonate
with Puerto Ricans, their history and
culture. The organization mentors and
develops young filmmakers providing free
practical, hands on education through its
projects.
After Hurricane Maria the
organization had to vacate their main office
that housed many cinematographic projects
in the developmental stages.

The organization lost job opportunities and clients from September 2017 to February 2018. This situation
put Le Film in a financial position that did not allow them to invest in its own work. Local and international
investors withdrew from or abandoned projects in development creating great financial and creative
losses. In the world of the independent filmmaker it is necessary to participate in different international
festivals to identify potential investor and funders. With so many losses it became impossible for Le Film
to enter and compete in these festivals.
The grant received allowed for Le Films to produce 12 films and participate in several international
film festivals. Six of those films were selected in many festivals. This exposure of the organization
has allowed for its movies to be shown in Argentina, Ecuador, Costa Rica, Trinidad and Tobago,
France, Russia, India, Australia, and the United States. Additionally, Le Film received many awards
and recognition for their movies including the Mention of Honor in the NY Latino Film Festival for
the Puerto Rican film Nos Vamos Pa’ Paris. This has been the most important award Le Film has
received to date.
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94.

MUSEO DE ARTE DE PUERTO RICO

$5,000.00

Museo de Arte de Puerto Rico’s (MAPR) mission is to collect and exhibit works of Puerto Rican artists and
the dissemination of these works for the advancement of the history of Puerto Rican art. It is part of the
Puerto Rican artist and cultural legacy. The MAPR is proud of its dynamic, Innovative permanent and
temporary exhibits, which provide guests an opportunity to explore works from a wide variety of artists,
historical periods, and subjects while at the same time bringing themselves up to date on developments in
local and international art.
The Museo de Arte de Puerto Rico’s (MAPR) collection is
home to works of art from the 17th century to the
present. This collection is made up of artwork produced
by Puerto Rican Master artists as well as artists from the
younger generation. Currently, this young collection has
more than1,000 works of art that include prints,
paintings, drawings, sculpture, photographs and new
media, among others.
The Museum received a grant of $5,000 and used it
to restore works from its permanent collection that
were damaged by Hurricane Maria and will become
part of its new exhibit of the permanent collection called “Puerto Rico Plural”. The exhibition
opened in June 2019 and will feature works from the 18th Century to the present. A mural was also
commissioned with the funds.
95.

PARA LA NATURALEZA

$3,000.00

Para La Naturaleza, (PLN), is a non-profit organization and a public leader in environmental conservation
and historic preservation on the island of Puerto Rico. Managing over 32,000 acres of ecologically valuable
lands and water resources, PLN is deeply embedded in over 30 communities throughout the island. As an
environmental conservation organization, PLN understands the interdependent relationship between
humans and nature, and how nature helps to regulate environmental conditions. PLN seeks to integrate
society into the conservation of the islands’ natural ecosystems. PLN believes in the transformational
power of nature and that our progress as a nation depends on its ability to protect and conserve it.
Therefore, one of PLN’s most important goals is to ensure that 33% of Puerto Rico's natural ecosystems
are protected by the year 2033.
To help restore the vital ecosystems that were destroyed by hurricanes Irma and María, PLN used
the Estoy grant to launch Habitat, a comprehensive long-term ecological restoration program that
seeks to restore the island’s natural habitats as well as support environmental, sustainable
infrastructures within the local communities. Habitat operates at a massive scale incorporating,
volunteer engagement, educational programming, agro-ecological farming, citizen science
activities, and eco-tourism. At the core of PLN’s Habitat program is its reforestation work.
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96.

PONCE MEDICAL SCHOOL FOUNDATION

$5,000.00

The Ponce Medical School Foundation Inc.
(PMSF), is a charitable, educational scientific 501
(c)(3) public charity. PMSF is committed to the
reconstruction of Puerto Rico. Its mission is to
provide medical, health and mental health
services and overall wellbeing and quality of life
for patients and residents of Ponce and
surrounding neighboring towns. The Foundation
ensures that expert state of the art quality
education for students and is committed to
rebuilding, operating, and improving the research facilities and capabilities of the institution.
With the contribution, PMSF, was able to impact the communities of Ponce, Adjuntas, Juana Diaz,
Utuado and Jayuya bringing them both behavioral and medical assistance through its clinics. With
the support of the University’s Wellness Clinic mobile unit, students and doctors from the
Psychology, Public Health and Medical School Programs, many communities that were impacted for
the longest time were isolated and in need of behavioral and medical help. The donation
contribution paid for the restocking of the mobile unit with medical supplies and medications,
refueling of unit, payments to the driver and cleaning after each trip. During those visits
psychological assistance and emotional support were offered to individuals, families, overworked
workers and entire communities in Ponce, Adjuntas, Juana Diaz, Utuado and Jayuya. The program
provided 320 volunteers that assisted over 6000 patients.
“Your donation of $5,000 dollars was instrumental to our
behavioral health community. Our volunteers in Psychology, Public
Health and Medical School provided the services needed to help
those isolated communities get back to normal and received
behavioral and medical assistance when they needed it the most.”
Laura T. Domenech, MD, Senior Medical Officer, Ponce Medical
School Foundation, Inc.
In August 2019, students, doctors and medical personnel that
provided health/mental health services to communities
surrounding Ponce post Hurricane Maria gave an overview of the
mental health issues and surging suicide rates in PR not being
addressed.

97.

PROTECTORES DE LA CUENCA

$3,000.00

Protectores de Cuencas, Inc., (PDC) is a community non-profit organization with the mission of restoring
and protecting the hydrographic watersheds and associated ecosystems as well as complete a community
based Watershed Management Plan for the towns of Yauco, Culebra and Guánica. PDC also has projects in
Vieques, with the Northeast Ecological Corridor and La Parguera. PDC’s extensive experience
implementing conservation practices on agricultural and non-agricultural natural resources,
implementing interagency agreements and integrating collaboration has proven to be extremely useful
following the devastation of Hurricane Maria.
The Estoy contribution allowed the organization to improve, restore and protect watersheds and
associated ecosystems such as coral reefs across Puerto Rico through research, environmental
outreach and social development.
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98.

RADIO VIEQUES

$3,000.00

Radio Vieques, (RV), is a community radio station transmitting 24/7 that offers space for all of Vieques
organizations, government agencies and residents. RV programming focuses on youth, women, the elderly,
environmental issues and sustainable community development. RV provides crucial communications
services before, during and after emergencies.
The Estoy contribution was used to repair the antenna and transmitter of Radio Vieques’ facility in
Culebra enabling the station to continue to operate 24/7 in both Vieques and sister island Culebra.
99.

FUNDACIÓN SUPERHEROES

$3,000.00
Fundación Superheroes (Superhero Foundation) of
Puerto Rico is a non-profit organization dedicated to
providing free services to children with special needs
such as autism, down syndrome, cerebral palsy, and
other deficiencies in development.

Puerto Rico has over 100,000 children with special
needs, but only a fraction, receive services from
government agencies. The Superhero Foundation aims
to provide services to those who have been denied
services by the government. Some of the services offered include aquatic therapy, evaluation and
visual therapy, orthodontist, language speech therapies, psychological, educational dysphagia,
Integrated Listening System, reading, and much more.
The grant was used to purchase an Integrated Learning System used for speech and language
therapy; insurance for the facility to perform therapies and fee for professional certified speech
and language therapist. Speech therapy was provided free of charge to over 100 children with
special needs and learning disabilities.
100.

TALLER SALUD

$5,000.00

Taller Salud is a community-based feminist organization dedicated to improving women’s access to health
care, to reducing violence within the community and to encourage economic growth through Education
and activism. Taller Salud believes that health is a non-negotiable human right and defines health as a state
of balance that every person establishes within him/herself and his/her environment. In this sense, they
recognize the importance of a comprehensive health care that considers physical, emotional and spiritual
aspects, as well as environmental health, the guarantee of a violence free life and the development of
prosperous communities that offer opportunities and resources for all.
Taller Salud conducted a community needs census after the devastation of Hurricane Maria. Among
unmet needs in the community were nebulizers. With the $5,000 grant Taller Salud purchased 39
respiratory therapy machines with the capability of operating with electricity, batteries and car
charge.
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WAVE VI
101.

CASA MONTESSORRI DE VIEQUES

$1,200.00
Casa Montessori de Vieques, the first Montessori school
project to be established on the island of Vieques Island,
created out of a dire need to establish an alternative and
successful schooling system in Vieques.

Casa Montessori de Vieques emphasizes independence,
freedom within limits, and a respect for the child. Classroom
spaces are purposefully, designed and materials carefully
curated in pursuit of an education partnership. Its vision of
education is that of preparation for life. The child receives the
tools needed to develop inner resources and fosters a child’s
innate creativity and natural desire for learning. The
principles that guide Montessori are based in the natural, individual development of a child.
After Hurricane María, the school was badly damaged, and the Estoy donation was used to rebuild
the school’s infrastructure. The donation was also matched by an anonymous donor.

WAVE VII – AUGUST 7, 2019
102.

ACADEMIA MÚSICA PEÑA

SEE WAVE IV

103.

ASOCIACIÓN DE MUJERES AGROEMPRESARIAS

$500.00
$2,000.00
Asociación
de
Mujeres
Agroempresarias
(Association
of
Women Agricultural Entrepreneurs), is
an organization created by a group of
female farmers whose goal is to
encourage the development of
agribusinesses for women.
It empowers women through expert
training to fill traditionally non-female
jobs, allowing them to advance the
economic development of their
families.

The organization establishes sustainable agricultural enterprises, and markets members’ products thus
contributing to the economic stability of their homes and community. Different workshops and trainings
are offered as well as guidance on the USDA-NRCS Federal Program.
The Estoy grant will allow the organization to develop a work plan to help, motivate and support
each of the women entrepreneurs according to their needs.
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104. COLECTIVO PERLARTE
AUGUST 6, 2019
AUGUST 6, 2019

WORKSHOP MATERIALS

$1,000.00
$600.00

Colectivo PerlArte is a collective of artist from La Perla area of Old
San Juan that have come together after Hurricane Maria to create
economic development opportunities for themselves. The
Colectivo aims to create a space for cultural, educational and
creative exchange with local residents, the Diaspora and the
outside world.
Colectivo PerlArte arises from an initiative of several artists from
La Perla area to have a space to exhibit and sell their artwork as
well as offer workshops. The Old San Juan Heritage Foundation
adopted the Colectivo PerlArte as an initiative to incubate these
small businesses and make use the space. The purpose is to
promote self-management as a tool for economic sustainability, educate the community about creative
entrepreneurship, while providing an authentic place for tourists looking for a local and unique experience.
To sustain itself PerlArte has developed and implemented programs and events to generate income among
them are: selling the one of a kind hand-made products; renting the space for activities, conducting
workshops, educational talks and trainings for tourist as well as educational exchanges with the Diaspora;
promoting corporate tourism activities and offering community-based tours to the cruise industry. The
Estoy grant was used to purchase materials for future workshops, (glass cutters, paints, brushes,
fabric, and other art materials).
105.

HOME DEPOT (Bayamón, PR)/The Baez Family residents of La Perla

$1,245.00

An Estoy donation purchased the materials to complete the reconstruction of a home in La Perla
that was totally destroyed. The donation purchased the windows, doors, wood and plaster board
to complete the work.
106.

CONCILIO DE PUERTO RICO, (BOYS SCOUTS OF AMERICA)

$2,000.00

Learning for Life – Program for the formation of values and skills training for children ages 6 to 20 years,
focusing on family involvement and used as an educational resource. Learning For Life currently impacts
27 schools, 20 elementary and 7 high schools. The program has a total participation of 2,237 students.
Thousands of youth and volunteers participate in four programs, Cub Scouting, Scouts BSA, Venturing and
Sea Scouting, with the mission of preparing youth to make correct choices ethically and morally for their
future by learning the Scout Law and Scout Promise. The council serves more than 6,200 youth and 3,500
volunteers in more than 300 units. The Estoy grant was used to repair the facility badly damaged by
the hurricane where scouts conduct their meetings and activities.
107.

EMERGE PUERTO RICO

$1,500.00

Emerge Puerto Rico is a non-profit organization that promotes a Puerto Rico based on the needs of its
people, for its people and by its people. Using the most inspiring projects proposed from the community
that go to the root of the systemic problems in Puerto Rico. Emerge then turn these solutions into a
curriculum so that all public schools in the archipelago can train future generations with the leadership
needed to address the great challenges ahead. The Estoy grant was used to establish this non-profit.
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108.

HOGAR BETHAIDA DE NAGUABO

SEE WAVE IV

$1,500.00

109.

HUNGER CORP.

SEE WAVE III

$1,500.00

110.

MESÓN DEL AMOR

SEE WAVE I

$500.00

111.

MINISTERIO BUEN SAMARITANO (MARC)

$2,000.00

Ministerio Buen Samaritano Marc is a non-profit organization that
provides food and necessities to Puerto Rican families who are in need.
In collaboration with institutions, companies and individuals Marc
reaches 58,786 people on a monthly basis, 20,408 families, 15,978 adults,
12,376 children and 10,024 elderly. In addition to the direct outreach
MARC serves, 211 non-profit organizations are served for a total of
90,000 people monthly. In the aftermath of Hurricanes Irma and Maria
the organization distributed over 12 million pounds of food to 640,000
people, impacting forty-five (45) municipalities on of the island.
Food insecurity is growing daily in Puerto Rico and MARC continues to
serve the 90,000 individuals a month that enter their ministry. MARC’s
vision is simple and clear to become one of the largest sources of
distribution on the island, in order to ensure food access to the
communities most in need,
develop community projects
focused on self-sustainability, community empowerment and
improve quality of life and social well-being through initiatives
that respond to food challenges and concerns to ensure the food
health of citizens.
With the Estoy grant 1000 families received bags of groceries
and a hot meal in Arecibo during a pop-up mobile food
pantry distribution.
112. PUNTO EN LA MONTAÑA
$2,000.00
Punto en la Montaña is non-profit organizations that provides information on health issues relating to
HIV/AIDS, intravenous drug use and operates a needle exchange program. Punto serves five town with its
mobile unit, Caguas, Cayey, Cidra, Comerio and Aguas Buenas, located in hard to reach mountainous
communities with limited access to health care and an area with one of highest number of intravenous
drug users. Punto offers, food, first aid, hygiene products twice a week from its mobile unit. It serves 1,569
individuals and 1.1 million needles have been exchanged resulting in the non-transfer of disease, including
HIV/AIDS. The Estoy grant allowed Punto en La Montaña to continue its mobile outreach for 6
months.
113. ARTESANÍA ALANA
$1,756.12
The Estoy grant allowed the company to purchase needed materials to fulfill its commitments
114. CARIBBEAN SOAPS
$855.00
The Estoy grant allowed the company to purchase needed materials to fulfill its commitments
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ESTOY CON PUERTO RICO DIRECTORY
NON PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
1.
ACACIA NETWORK, INC.: 300 East 175th Street, Bronx, NY 10457; (718) 741-1026,
info@DonatePuertoRico.com
2.
ACADEMIA DE MÚSICA PEÑA: Luis Peña, (787) 850-7720, academia_luis@yahoo.com
3.
ASOCIACIÓN EDUCATIVA DE DESARROLLO HUMANO DE CULEBRA: P.O. Box 477 Culebra, PR
00775, (909) 642-8766, aeducativadeculebra@gmail.com,
4.
ASOCIACIÓN SUPERACIÓN NIÑOS SÍNDROME DOWN: Agudilla, PR, Vilma Pérez, Director, (787)
232-4007, sindown1915@yahoo.com
5.
BANCO DE ALIMENTOS DE PUERTO RICO: Maribel García Martínez, Development & Compliance
Officer,
PO Box 2989 Bayamón, PR 00960-2989, (787) 740 -3663 X. 106, desarrollo@bancodealimentopr.org
6.
BRIGADA RÁFAGA SOLIDARIA (AYUDA PUERTO RICO – Fiscal Conduit): Ayuda Puerto Rico,
C/O: Acacia Network, Inc. 300 East 175th Street, Bronx, NY 10457; (718) 741-1026.,
info@DonatePuertoRico.com
7.
CARITAS OF PUERTO RICO: 201 Calle San Jorge, San Juan, PR (787) 300-4953, info@caritas.pr
8.
CASA AMOR, FE Y ESPERANZA/EL MESÓN DEL AMOR: Rev. Belkis Reyes, Pastor, Casa de Amor,
Fe y Esperanza, Avenida Gándara 1003, Esquina Calle 3, San Juan, PR, (787) 376-9704.
9.
CASA MONTESSORRI DE VIEQUES: HC-02 Box 14110, Vieques, Puerto Rico, Gustavo Marin (787)
225-5604, gusvqs@me.com.
10.
CENTRO COMUNAL LA VUELTA DEL DOS: Comunidad La vuelta del 2, 14 Calle Vuelta de Dos,
Comerío, PR, 00782
11.
CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS AVANZADOS DE PUERTO RICO Y EL CARIBE: Lizzette Carrillo, Decana de
Administración, (787)723-4481; X. .27, lcarrillo@ceaprc.edu, www.ceaprc.edu
12.
CENTRO DE SALUD ARARAT: 8169 Calle Concordia Ste 412, Ponce, PR 00717-1567.,
Transgender program San Juan: (787) 496-0818;
13.
CENTRO PARA NIÑOS/ EL NUEVO HOGAR: Gabriel Mass Quiles, Director, Carretera 519 INT.
Sector Olimpia, Box 212 Adjuntas, Puerto Rico 00601 (787) 839-9935, elnuevohogar@aol.com
14.
CENTRO PARROQUIAL DE AYUDA SOCIAL DE AIBONITO INC. (PASO): #270 Calle Degatau Sur,
Aibonito, PR 00705; Margarita Centeno, Director, (787) 402-9552
15.
CIRCUITO DE INNOVACIÓN Y RESILIENCIA QUEER, (CIRQ): 165 Avenida de Hostos, Suite 322-A,
San Juan PR 00918, Celiany Rivera-Velazquez, (217)766-6940, Celiany.Rivera.Velazquez@gmail.com,
CIRQPUERTORICO@gmail.com
16.
COLEGIO CALADOS: Jabillo 3R-1 Lomas Verdes, Bayamon, PR, Carmen L. Medina, director, (787)
785-4597, (787)529-9506, colegiocalados@gmail.com,
17.
COLEGIO MERCEDES MORALES: Urb. Victor Braegger, Calle Eugenia 6-A#10, Guaynabo, PR 00966,
Felicita Martinez, director, (787)783-2405, colegiomercedesmorales@yahoo.com. Or Ceci Anni (787) 6195067.
18.
COMITÉ NOVIEMBRE: Comité Noviembre Managing Office C/O TAS Communications, LLC, 45
East Hartsdale Avenue, Suite 3L, Hartsdale NY 10530, Teresa A. Santiago. (914)263-6599
tascommunicationsllc@gmail.com
19.
CONCILIO DE PUERTO RICO/BOYS SCOUTS OF AMERICA: 402 Esmeralda Avenue Guaynabo, PR
00969 (787) 790-0323
20.
CROEM ALUMNI:1500 Marginal Bori (Graphic World) Urb. Antonsanti Rio Piedras, PR 00926,
(787) 409-8376, croemalumni@gmail.com
21.
EMERGE PUERTO RICO: Christine E. Nieves, MSC, Community-Based Climate Change Education
and Action, (703).945.2966, christine@apoyomutuomariana.com
22.
ESCUELA JESUS SANABRIA CRUZ: Barrio Tejas, Carretera #905, Yabucao, PR
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23.
ESCUELA NACIONAL DE CIRCO DE PUERTO RICO INC.: Calle Las Flores, 123 Apto.1 San Juan, PR
00911, Glorimar Sierra, (787) 678-7103, GSIERRA@escuelanacionaldecircopr.com
24.
ESPACIO RIO – EL MESON DEL AMOR: Rev. Belkis Reyes, Pastor, Casa de Amor, Fe y Esperanza,
Avenida Gándara 1003, Esquina Calle 3, San Juan, PR, (787)376-9704.
25.
ESPERANZA PARA LA VEJEZ, INC.: SPAVE Inc. Ave. Los Millones DD-15, Urb. Villa Contessa,
Bayamón, P.R. 00956 (787)995-0090, (787)995-0096, info@esperanzaparalavejez.org,
www.esperanzaparalavejez.org
26.
FUNDACIÓN AGENDA CIUDADANA: Elena Martinez, (787)373-9723/(787)705-0941, –
emartinez@agendaciudadanapr.com, info@agendaciudadanapr.com
27.
FUNDACIÓN FELISA RINCÓN DE GAUTIER, INC.: Casa Múseo Doña Felisa Rincón de Gautier¸
Caleta de San Juan 51, San Juan, PR, (787) 723-1897
28.
FUDACIÓN LUIS MUÑOZ MARIN: Ruta Rural #2, Buzon 5, San Juan, PR 00926-9766,
info@flmm.org – (878)755-7979
29.
FUNDACIÓN NACIONAL PARA LA CULTURA POPULAR: Calle Fortaleza #56jo San Juan, PR 00901,
Javier Santiago Gonzalez, founder, (787) 724-7165, info@PRpop.org
30.
FUNDACIÓN SILA M. CALDERON/CENTRO PARA PUERTO RICO – Sara E. Tolosa Ramirez,
director, (787) 765-4500, X. 2020/Marisol Feliciano, mfeliciano@centropara puertorico.org
31.
FUNDACIÓN SUPERHEROES: Ext. Marbella , Calle Sevilla #66, Aguadilla, PR, Soammy Acevedo
Hernández, (787) 398-0242, superheroestherapy@gmail.com
32.
HEALTH PRO MED: 2018 Avenida Borinquen, Barrio Obrero, San Juan, PR 00916 (787) 268-4171.
33.
HOGAR BETHAIDA DE NAGUABO: Muñoz Rivera, Naguabo, PR 00718 Puerto Rico, (787) 874-1045
34.
HUNGER CORP/EXPERIENCE MISSION: P.O. Box 1820 Manati, PR 00674, Steven Feliciano Rivera,
Co-founder/President, (787)619-8589 sfeliciano@hungercorp.org. www.hungercorp.org
35.
INICIATIVA COMMUNITARIA: Calle Quisqueya. # 61, Esquina Chile, Hato Rey, PR 00910, Alex
Serrano Lebrón, Director, Community Relations, (787)250-8629, aserrano@iniciativacomunitaria.org,
http://www.iniciativacomunitaria.org
36.
INTEGRATED HEALTH PROJECT/SALUD ACUPUNTURA PARA EL PUEBLO, INC.: Calle Cacique
1900 #2, San Juan, PR 00911, Jose Santini, (787)702-3187, saludacupunturapr@gmail.com
37.
LE FILMS, INC. US: Urb Santa Rosa, 23-2, Calle 19, Bayamón, PR 00959, Yamara Rodríguez
yamara.rodriguez@gmail.com
38.
MEZCOLANZA INC./FERIARTE…ART & HEALTH FAIR: Helen Ceballos, director, (787)207-2413,
helenceballosvinas@gmail.com
39.
MINISTERIO BUEN SAMARITANO MARC: Marcos A. Rivera Sánchez, executive director, RR-1 BZN
15165 BO Laguna, Manati, PR 00674, ministeriomarc@yahoo.com, m.me/MARCministry,
marcministry@gmail.com, http://www.marcministry.com
40.
MUSEO DE ARTE DE PUERTO RICO: 299 Avenida de Diego, Santurce, Puerto Rico 00909, (787)
977-6277.
41.
NY FOUNDLING DE PUERTO RICO: Carmen Villafañe, Senior VP, Head Start & Early Head Start,
Puerto Rico, (787) 753-9082, carmen.villafane@nyfpr.org
42.
OLD SAN JUAN HERITAGE FOUNDATION LLC./LA PERLA COMMUITY KITCHEN AND PANTRY:
Calle San Francisco 260, Unit lc3; Old San Juan, San Juan, PR 00901; Lorel Cubano, Executive Director, (787)
236-0461; lorel@walkosj.com
43.
PARA LA NATURALEZA: Ana M. Carrion, (787)231-441, anamar@pln.org
reservaciones@paralanaturaleza.org, (787)722-5882.
44.
PABELLÓN CIVICO DE COMERÍO: Eva Yolanda (787) 420-8877
45.
PR CONCRA - Urb. García Ubarri, 1162 Calle Brumbaugh, San Juan, PR 00925, Rosaura Lopez (787)
587-2303. rlopezfintanez@gmail.com, (787)773-0464.
46.
PONCE MEDICAL SCHOOL FOUNDATION INC.: Laura T Domenech, MD, Senior Medical Officer
– (787)632-9160, ldomenech@psm.edu
47.
PROJECTO DE APOYO MUTUO: Christine Nieves Christine.e.nieves@gmail.com, (703)945-2966.
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48.
PROTECTORES DE LA CUENCA: P.O. Box 1563, Yauco, PR 00698, Roberto Viqueira, (787)457-8803
rviqueiro@protectoresdecuencasinc.org
49.
PUNTO EN LA MONTAÑA, INC.: P.O. Box 30183, San Juan, PR 00929, Camila Gelpi,
camilagelpi@gmail.com, elpuntoenlamontana@gmail.com
50.
RADIO VIEQUES - P.O. Box 1424, Vieques, PR 00765, Robert Rabin, (787)375-0525,
info@radiovieques.net
51.
SALON LITERARIO LIBRO AMERICA EN PUERTO RICO: 1500 Calle Antonsanti Colaboratorio –
Suite K, San Juan PR 00912, Mayra Santos Febres, (787) 210-6799, (787) 773-1000, x. 147,
mayra.santosfebres@gmail.com, im.sllapra@gmail.com
52.
SECOND CHANCE ANIMALS OF PUERTO RICO: HC 1, Box 3547, Villa Alba, PR 00766, (787)2226874, Bonnie Lucas, satoheart@yahoo.com, Jeannine Collazo, jeannine_g9@yahoo.com
53.
SIEMBRA TRES VIDAS: Carr. 718, Km 0.6 Interior, Aibonito, PR 00705, Daniella Rodriguez Besosa,
(787)431-8424, siembratresvidas@gmail.com, www.siembratresvidas.com
54.
TALLER SALUD INC.: P.O. Box 524, Loiza, PR 00772, Yamara Ramirez (787) 525-7085, (787) 8763440, tsalud@gmail.com
ESTOY CON PUERTO RICO DIRECTORY
MICRO-ENTRPRISES/ENTRPRENUERIAL COLLECTIVES/SMALL BUSINESSES
55.
ARTESANÍA ALANA, Alexandra von Gundlach Alonzo, Cond. Río Vista Apt. H-164, Carolina, PR
00987, (787) 547-5822, alexavon08@gmail.com
56.
ASOCIACIÓN DE MUJERES AGROEMPRESARIAS: Marilyn Rosa Tirado, president, 787-647-7171
fresasyuvasrose@gmail.com
57.
CARIBBEAN SOAPS, 1655 Parana St. San Juan, PR 00926 (787) 754-4561,
info@caribbeansoaps.com
58.
CENTRO UNIDOS DE DETALLISTAS, (CUD): Nelson J. Ramírez, President, 501 Ave. Muñoz Rivera,
HatoRey,
PR
00918,
(787)641-8466/(787)641-8405;
vmedina@seguroscud.com,
www.cudpuertorico.com
59.
COLECTIVO PERLARTE: Lorel Cubano, co-founder, lorel@walkosj.com, lorel.cubano@gmail.com,
(787) 236-0461
60.
FUSIÓN JONDA: 1250 Avenida Ponce de Leon, Ste. 704, San Juan Puerto Rico 00907.
61.
GALAXY COFFEE: Keila Martinez kheredia9@icloud.com – (787)605-2920
62.
HACIENDA TRES ANGELES: Carr. 129, Km. 38.4, Portillo, A d j u n t a s , P R , N o e m i G o m e z –
Juan Melendez, (787) 360-0019, (787)949-0468, haciendatresangeles@gmail.com
63.
HEALING ENERGY CENTER: Irma Rivera, (787)646-4532, irmariveraoliver@gmail.com.
64.
INCUBADORA BIEKE MICRO, INC.: Calle Antonio G. Mellado # 348, Vieques, PR 00765, Nilda
Medina
Rivas
(787)206-0602,
incubadora.bieke@cprdu.org,
Isabel
(787)247-3524
ilopesmail@gmail.com.
65.
KAIRIANA NUÑEZ SANTALIZ: Urb. Antonsanti Calle Cavalieri 1531, San Juan, PR 00927, (939)2461979.
66.
. LA GRAN FAMILIA BARBER SHOP: Est. De San Pedro/San Marco T11, Fajardo, PR, 00783, Eric
Rodriguez (787)374-8555, Miladys Sierra, miladinelsierra1286@gmail.com
67.
LOS VIOLINES DE MARQUITO: Cond. Hato Rey Plaza Apto. 2L, San Juan, PR 00918, Luis Jimenez,
general manager/profesor, (787) 313-2200, www.violinesdemarquito.com
68.
MONINOS: Gloribel Delgado Esquilin, (787)554-3729, gloribeld@gmail.com
69.
MRG
HOGAR
PARA
EL
ADULTO
MAYOR:
Maribel
Ramos
(787)517-9334,
maribelramospr@hotmail.com
70.
NO TIRE REUSE: Calle Fortaleza 154, Viejo San Juan, San Juan, PR 00901, Jesús Manuel Gómez,
(787)504-3348, notire@yahoo.com
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71.
PRE-ESCOLAR BONNY: Urb. La Providencia, 1N4 calle 9 A, Toa Alta, PR 00953, Jeannette Bonilla
Rivera, director, (939)207-6830, jebonny@yahoo.com
72.
PUERTO RICO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: P.O. Box 9024033, San Juan, PR 00902, (787) 721-6060,
www.camarapr.org
73.
ADVANCED ACCOUNTING SERVICES, OROCOVIS: (787) 721-6060.
74.
AGROPÓNICOS, COSECHA PUERTO RICO, INC., GUAYNABO: (787) 721-6060.
75.
ALGARET FOOD, NAGUABO: (787) 721-6060.
76.
ATABEY, CIDRA, (787) 721-6060
77.
BUFETE QUIÑONES VIGO, SAN JUAN, (787) 721-6060.
78.
CARIBBEAN CONVENTION CENTER, SAN JUAN: (787) 721-6060.
79.
CHAPARRO MEDICAL SERVICE, ARECIBO: (787) 721-6060.
80.
DANNYS QUICK LUNCH, VILLALBA: (787) 721-6060.
81.
DISTRIBUIDORA DE ALIMENTOS LA REVÉS, INC., OROCOVIS, (787) 721-6060.
82.
EL VERDE GAS, COMERÍO: (787) 721-6060.
83.
GFC FARMS INC., GUAYAMA: (787) 721-6060.
84.
HISPANIA GROUP, INTL., AGUADA: (787) 721-6060.
85.
HOJALDRE AÑASQUEÑA, AÑASCO: (787) 721-6060.
86.
IVÁN MUFFLER, OROCOVIS PR: (787) 721-6060.
87.
LOS TEQUES CORP., MAYAGÜEZ: (787) 721-6060.
88.
LABORATORIO CLÍNICO VILLA BLANCA, CAGUAS: (787) 721-6060.
89.
PAPAYO'S, CAYEY: (787) 721-6060.
90.
RAMOS COMPUSIGNS, MOROVIS: (787) 721-6060.
91.
RECAOS ORTIZ INC., SAN LORENZO: (787) 721-6060.
92.
RESTAURANTE LOS NARANJOS, OROCOVIS, (787) 721-6060.
93.
SALVÁ ELECTRONICS, UTUADO: (787) 721-6060.
94.
VELEZ ACCOUNTING SERVICES PSC: HUMACAO: (787) 721-6060.
95.
WARRIOR PRINTS, SAN SEBASTIÁN: (787) 721-6060.
96.
PUERTO RICO PORTFOLIO: Siuko Garcia, pres. – siuko_garcia@hotmail.com – Mildred Garcia
Ramirez (787) 525-9261.
97.
QUALITY TRAINING – Carr. 3 Km 59 HM9, Bo Daguao, Naguabo, Puerto Rico 00718 – Magali Crispin
Ramirez – magalie_crispin@yahoo.com (787)314-0292.
98.
REPOSTERIA ONLINE EMPRESARIALI – #1 Esq. Progreso PDA 18, San Juan, Puerto Rico 00907 Amparo Diaz, CEO – amparodiazpc@gmail.com – (787)668-4592.
99.
SOUVENIR 154 – Fortaleza Street 154, Old San Juan, San Juan, Puerto Rico 00901 – Raquel Perez
Puig – info@souvenir154.com – (787)376-2362.
100. YAIMAR DESIGNS: Yvonne Boyle, (787)556-1559, yvonnemk03@yahoo.com
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